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The World Wide Web contains a vast amount of structured and semi-structured
information in the form of HTML tables (a.k.a., Web tables). The rich infor-
mation embedded in those Web tables provides us an opportunity to build a
valuable knowledge base and make it usable and queryable for ordinary users.
In this work, we aim to propose and implement a holistic Web table processing
framework to explore such knowledge. Our framework consists of three main
components: Web table interpretation, integration and querying.
Our first work is to present a generic solution to extract the schema (i.e.,
attribute names and data types) of Web tables. The main challenge arises
from the diversity in Web tables, especially in those with complex structure.
For instance, the ways to organize tables and present table headers may vary
widely across tables. In view of this, we propose a series of machine learning
approaches, together with a rich set of header-relevant features, to identify the
headers of Web tables. We further transform the Web tables into relational
form with several hand-crafted heuristics.
Our second work is to discover high-quality schema matches between Web
table columns, which is a fundamental problem in data integration. Conven-
tional schema matching techniques are not always effective due to the incom-
pleteness of values and semantic heterogeneity in Web tables. To this end,
we propose a concept-based machine-crowdsourcing hybrid framework to effec-
tively discover the matches. To reduce the crowdsourcing cost, matches that
are difficult for machine algorithms and that have greater influence on other
matches are preferred and would be published for crowdsourcing.
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Our third work is to develop a convenient query interface for ordinary users
to issue queries on the integrated Web tables. Towards this aim, we introduce
the idea of probabilistic tagging, where each value in the database is associated
with multiple semantic-relevant tags in a probabilistic way. With the enriched
tags, users are allowed to issue structured queries using any tag they like, rather
than over a predefined mediated schema. An efficient and effective dynamic
instantiation scheme is designed to process user-issued queries, where the se-
mantics of queried tags are determined on-the-fly. We validate our proposed
approaches via extensive experiments on real-world Web table datasets.
viii
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The World Wide Web (WWW) has enabled humans to share information about
everything, quickly and effortlessly. For ease of sharing, a considerable amount
of information on the Web is organized in structures (e.g., lists, tables, di-
agrams) so that it is easier for people to understand and compare existing
information, and also to infer new information. Among these organizations
of structured data, Web table (a.k.a., HTML table) has some good properties
that the others lack, such as the tabular structure, high information density,
and rich semantics. In addition, with the well-defined HTML syntax, creat-
ing an HTML table on the Web is quite simple and straightforward, even for
ordinary users. Therefore, Web table is widely used by Internet users/service
providers to present and share structured data on the Web.
The amount of Web tables on the whole Internet is huge and continuously
increasing over the years. For examples, Cafarella et al. reported 154M Web ta-
bles from a snapshot of Googles crawl in 2008 [12]; and Yakout et al. extracted
573M Web tables from a crawl of Microsoft Bing search engine in 2012 [82].
The Wikipedia1 alone contains around one million Web tables. Web tables
contribute to a rich source of information, including finance [9], retail [21], sci-
ence [49], government [15, 72] etc.. With meaningful integration, such a huge
collection of Web tables indeed form a valuable knowledge base, whose informa-
tion could be exploited by many applications such as knowledge discovery and
1Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. http://www.wikipedia.com
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search engine enhancement. In this work, we aim to propose and implement a
holistic Web table processing framework to build and explore such knowledge.
1.1 Web Tables
Based on the definition in W3Schools [74], tables on the Web refer to the
HTML fragments which are enclosed by <table> and <\table> tags. How-
ever, not all such fragments carry relational-style data. On the contrary, most
of <table> tags are used for page layout, form layout and other non-relational
purposes. Such data are meaningless to us. As reviewed by the WebTables
system [13], only about 1.1% of them hold relational data. Likewise, in this
thesis we restrict our attention to the Web tables containing relational infor-
mation. Consequently, distinguishing Web tables with relational data from the
ones for layout purposes is not the focus of this thesis. Our main objective is to
discover the rich knowledge embedded in the numerous Web tables and make
such knowledge usable and queryable for ordinary users.
1.1.1 Regular Tables
A simple Web table example is shown in Figure 1.1, where it lists the top
10 companies ranked by the Fortune magazine in 2012. The presentation of
this table on the Web page is illustrated in Figure 1.1(a) and its corresponding
HTML source code (represented in HTML DOM, i.e., Document Object Model)
is given in Figure 1.1(b). As illustrated in the example, a Web table usually
consists of a set of rows, which are marked up with <tr> tag. Each table
row further consists of a set of cells, tagged with either <th> or <td>. The
structure and content of a Web table could be easily obtained by parsing the
HTML DOM tree in a top-down manner. Clearly, the table in Figure 1.1
is actually a small relational database, where the first row shows the header
of the table (i.e., the attribute names) and each remaining row describes the
information of a company.
The table in Figure 1.1 belongs to the simplest case of Web tables, termed
as regular table in this thesis. Its formal definition is given below.
Definition 1.1 (Regular Table). A Web table is a regular table if it satisfies
the following two requirements:
2
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(a) The visual effect of a Web table.
(b) The underlying HTML source code.




Figure 1.2: An example of non-regular Web table, with row span and column
span.
1. All the cells in the first row are marked up with <th> tag;
2. No cell spans multiple columns or rows, i.e., the total number of cells in
a table is exactly the product of the number of rows and the number of
columns.
In HTML syntax, <th> tag is usually used to declare the header cells.
So the first condition means that a regular table should contain an explicit
header row which defines the attributes of this table. The second condition
further requires that the data structure of regular tables should be the same as
relational tables.
Given the simple properties of regular tables, identifying their schemata
and transforming them into relational databases are therefore straightforward.
Based on our experiences on the Web table corpus extracted from Wikipedia
pages, we found that simply declaring the first row as the table header produces
good results (100% precision and 96.29% recall) on 452,140 regular tables. How-
ever, not all of the Web tables are as simple as regular tables. Many of them




Figure 1.2 shows an example of non-regular Web table, where the outline shows
all the cells that have been tagged as <th> by the table author. Algorithmi-
cally processing this table is much more involved than regular tables. First,
the first row is not the table header but the table title. The true header re-
sides in the middle of the table and repeats three times. Second, we cannot
solely depend on <th> tag to find the header. Although all the cells in the
leftmost column are tagged with <th>, clearly many of them are not header
cells, e.g., ‘North’, ‘Central’ and ‘South’ are data instances under attribute
Division. Last, some cells span multiple rows and columns (specified by
HTML attribute RowSpan and ColSpan). For instance, the single cell in
the first row spans all the columns, and some cells in the leftmost column span
multiple rows. Note that spanning cells may appear in both header cells and
non-header cells.
By examining a large Web table corpus extracted from Wikipedia pages,
we discovered that 45% (362,777) of them are non-regular ones. Hence, special
attention should be paid on those complicated tables in Web table processing.
1.2 Web Table Exploration
Given the large scale (usually in millions) and rich semantics in Web tables,
an effective exploration framework is necessary for end users to browse and
search the large Web table corpus. We have identified and investigated three
fundamental problems that should be solved in building an exploration tool:
schema extraction, schema matching discovery, and querying facilitation. More
specifically, schema extraction is to interpret the semantics of each Web table,
schema matching discovery is to find the semantic relationships between Web
tables and perform the integration, and querying facilitation is to provide
a querying mechanism where even ordinary users are able to conveniently




Table schema2 is a vital piece of metadata in exploration, since it is necessary
for performing any meaningful processing on the data (express SQL queries,
find join paths, do data integration, etc.). A major step of schema discovery
is to identify the table headers, because the header cells typically express the
semantics of their data cells in the corresponding rows/columns. However, as
Web tables are usually created by individual users, the ways to organize the
table and present table headers may vary greatly.
The primary focus when presenting information on the Web in the form of
tables, is to make the tables visually appealing and easy for humans to inter-
pret and understand. Unfortunately, the focus on visual presentation usually
conflicts with the focus on algorithmically collecting and storing the tables in
a relational form.
Header Notation. In HTML syntax, <th> tag is the notation used to define
header cells. However, in practice such tags are not reliable, since in many
cases people use them instead as a quick way to format data cells (e.g., bold
fonts, centered alignment, etc.), such as the data cell ‘North’ in Figure 1.2.
Conversely, some metadata (e.g., a header row/column) might not be explicitly
declared as <th> in script. Instead, they are highlighted via visual formatting
only (e.g., bold fonts with <b> and special background colors with bgcolor).
In addition, tables on the Web might not contain any metadata inside the
tables themselves (this information might be buried in surrounding text). For
example, in the Wikipedia tables, we observed a wide variety of ways that
different authors use to declare header cells, and conversely, a wide variety of
ways that authors use header cell notation for purposes other than to declare
header cells.
Header Position. Unlike regular tables, where the table header typically
appears in the first row of the table, headers in general Web tables may appear
in various locations. For example, it may reside in the first column, first several
rows/columns (i.e., hierarchical headers), and even both rows and columns.
Sometimes, the header can be repeated multiple times throughout long/wide
tables, such as the table shown in Figure 1.2.
2In this work, schema of a Web table refers to the attribute names and data types. As
Web tables are typically defined in separate Web pages, we do not consider primary/foreign
key relationships, and leave it as our future work.
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Figure 1.3: An example of crosstab, where both rows and columns are table
headers.
Crosstabs. Subtler issues arise when dealing with tables presented as crosstabs
(i.e., both rows and columns are table headers, such as the one shown in Fig-
ure 1.3). The most straightforward relational representation of crosstabs is to
express each data value as a triple. For instance, the relational representation
of the table in Figure 1.3 would be a <Network, Time, Program> triple.
In this case, none of the original table headers (as formatted by their authors)
exactly correspond to the attribute labels. In fact, the table headers themselves
become data values in the relational representation. Nevertheless, identifying
the crosstab correctly enables us to convert the table into a relational form and
subsequently use existing annotation/labeling techniques to derive attribute
labels [67, 73, 52].
Given the large diversity of Web tables and the lack of standardization, the
problem of extracting the metadata relating to these tables and constructing
table schemata becomes very challenging. Previous works on Web tables handle
regular tables only [13, 12, 52, 73, 82] (the definition of regular table is given
in Definition 1.1). Consequently, they exclude a large quantity of valuable
tables that have complex structures (∼45%). Further, simple techniques are
generally used by existing works to identify the table headers. For instance,
the WebTables system [13, 12] only considers the first row of a table as a
candidate for the table header. This simple assumption may work quite well
on regular tables due to their simple structure, but it does not apply to tables
with complex structures since their headers may appear in other rows/columns
rather than the first row. The work of Limaye et al. [52] mainly depends on
HTML formatting (i.e., <th>) to find the header cells. However, given that
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<th> is often used for other purposes, this method will yield both false positives
and false negatives.
In view of the above issues, a more general and accurate header identification
approach, which is able to handle the whole range of Web tables, is needed.
Machine Learning based Header Identification
The first work we propose in this thesis is a machine learning based approach to
address the above issues on header identification. We first study the diversity in
table headers, and extract an extensive set of features that are closely related
to header cells. Initially, we observe that there are two classes of features:
ones that characterize individual cells in isolation and ones that characterize
a row/column as a whole. This leads to the realization that we can build
two distinct types of classifiers: a cell classifier for labelling individual cells
and another row/column classifier for labelling header rows/columns. The cell
classifier uses cell features as well as decomposed row/column features while the
row/column classifier uses row/column features as well as aggregate cell features.
Therefore, the cell classifier sacrifices consistency by reporting individual cells as
headers (not complete rows/columns), while the row/column classifier sacrifices
fidelity by aggregating features. Hence, for the cell classifier, we also devise
post-processing heuristics to make headers consistent.
Next, we observe that we can divide the table corpus into different groups
based on any combination of features from our feature set. Then, once again we
have two options; we can build one classifier for the whole table corpus, or we
can build individual classifiers for each group. We observe that by partitioning
tables on certain structural features we increase the homogeneity within each
group, which helps improve the classification accuracy even further.
Finally, we perform a thorough experimental evaluation on tables extracted
from the Wikipedia page collection. Compared with existing methods, our
proposed approach is applicable to the whole range of Web tables (including
both regular tables and non-regular tables) with significantly better precision
(97.4%) and recall (94.4%).
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1.2.2 Schema Matching Discovery
A Web table usually contains a limited amount of information, describing some
properties for a small set of entities in a specific domain. Very often, infor-
mation from different Web tables need to be consolidated together to build
comprehensive knowledge about various entities or concepts. Consider the ta-
ble in Figure 1.1(a). It only provides the information of the top 10 companies
ranked by the Fortune magazine in 2012. Information about the other compa-
nies (much more than 10) and other company-related properties such as ‘CEO’
and ‘Founder’, however, are unknown from this table. But such information
might be presented in other Web tables.
An essential step towards consolidating or integrating knowledge from differ-
ent Web tables is to discover the semantic correspondences between the columns
in these Web tables. The problem of discovering the semantic correspondences
between two tables is known as schema matching, which is a topic that has
been extensively studied in the past decade or so (e.g., see surveys [8, 64]).
Even though numerous solutions have been proposed in the past for solving the
schema matching problem, Web tables are inherently incomplete and hetero-
geneous, making existing schema matching solutions inadequate for matching
columns of Web tables.
Value Incompleteness. The incompleteness in Web tables arises from the fact
that Web tables typically contain only a limited amount of information, since a
Web table is usually extracted from a single Web page. Hence, given two Web
tables, even if two columns from these Web tables model the same real-world
concept (i.e., there is a semantic correspondence between them), it can happen
quite often that they may contain only a few values in common or they may
be completely disjoint. For example, consider the Web tables of school names
extracted from individual Web pages of U.S. school districts. These Web tables
will typically contain no more than 20 schools in any school district and they
are unlikely to share values (i.e., names of schools). A significant number of
instance-based conventional schema matching techniques (e.g., see surveys [8,
64]) rely primarily on the similarity between the values of two columns to
determine whether a semantic correspondence exists between the two columns.
Thus, these conventional techniques may conclude that there is no semantic
correspondence between the Web tables mentioned above.
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Semantic Heterogeneity. Column names in Web tables could be fairly het-
erogeneous in semantics. More specifically, on one hand, two columns with the
same name could carry different semantics. For instance, the ‘Title’ column
in a movie table refers to movie titles, while in a book table it means book
titles. On the other hand, columns with different names may express exactly
the same semantics. Consider the movie scenario again, column ‘Title’ in
one movie table represents the same semantics with column ‘Movie’ in an-
other table. Such heterogeneity is mainly due to the fact that Web tables are
typically created by individual Internet users who have the total freedom to
choose the names they like when building columns. In contrast to Web tables,
semantic heterogeneity rarely occurs in relational databases, since attribute
names therein are usually elaborately designed by the administrator, with such
issue in mind. As such, traditional schema matching techniques (again, see sur-
veys [8, 64]) which mainly depend on attribute similarity to find the matches,
may work successfully on relational databases, but do not tend to work well
over Web tables.
To address the limitations of conventional schema matching techniques for
matching columns of Web tables, we propose a concept-based approach that
exploits well-developed knowledge bases with fairly wide coverage and high ac-
curacy, such as Freebase [10], to facilitate the matching process over Web
tables. One fundamental idea is to first map values of each Web table column
to one or more concepts in Freebase. Columns that are mapped to the same
concept are then matched with each other (i.e., there is a semantic correspon-
dence between them). With the assistance of knowledge base, we can now detect
semantic correspondences even between columns that may not share any values
in common. For example, with this approach, two columns listing the names of
schools from two Web tables of two different school districts will be matched to
the same concept ‘Education/US Schools’, even though the column values
are likely to be disjoint, since the instances of this concept overlap with the
values of each of the columns.
Inherent Difficult Matches. It should be mentioned that prior work, such as
[52, 73], use similar ideas: labels are annotated on columns of tables, and binary
relationships are annotated on pairs of columns, based on information that is
extracted from the Web or ontologies such as YAGO [70]. However, these are




























(b) Top rated story books.
Figure 1.4: Two Web table examples. Table T1 is about movies and T2 is about
books.
inherently difficult matching issues. For example, in Figure 1.4, the values of
T1.Title and, respectively, T2.Title, can refer to both movie titles and book
titles. However, in the context of the values in the other columns in T1 and T2, it
is clear that T1.Title refers to movie titles while T2.Title refers to book titles.
Even though it is possible for prior work [52] to also take into account values of
other columns to collectively decide an appropriate concept for a set of values,
we observe that such classification tasks are actually quite effortless for human
beings. Here, we can exploit the human intelligence in crowdsourcing [25] to
determine the correct concepts for those difficult columns. Nevertheless, given
the large sale of Web tables, clearly, exhaustively publishing every possible
column-to-concept matches to the crowd is prohibitively expensive. To this
end, a mechanism which is able to significantly improve the matching accuracy
with an affordable crowdsourcing cost, is required.
Machine-Crowdsourcing Hybrid Approach to Matching Web Tables
The second piece of our work is to design a machine-crowdsourcing hybrid
framework for Web table matching. Our framework first applies a machine
algorithm to find the candidate concepts for each Web table column. Then it
automatically assigns the most “beneficial” column-to-concept matching tasks
to the crowd under a given budget k (i.e., the number of microtasks) for
crowdsourcing and utilizes the crowdsourcing result to help algorithms infer
the matches of the rest of tasks.
One of the fundamental challenges in the design of our framework is to de-
termine what constitutes a “beneficial” column and should therefore be crowd-
sourced. To this end, we propose a utility function that takes both matching
difficulty and influence of a column into consideration. Naturally, we prefer
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crowdsourcing columns that are more difficult for the machine to determine
the correct concepts, and the columns that if verified by the crowd, would have
greater influence on inferring the correct concepts of other columns. We prove
that the problem of selecting the best k columns to maximize the expected
utility is NP-hard in general, and subsequently, we design a greedy algorithm
that derives the best k columns with an approximation ratio of 1− 1
e
, where e is
the base of the natural logarithm. Our machine-crowdsourcing hybrid approach
is able to provide a much higher matching accuracy at a lower crowdsourcing
cost.
1.2.3 Querying Facilitation
Based on the discovered column correspondences, Web tables can be easily
integrated. Since there are millions of Web tables, the table after integration,
however, could be quite huge: containing records from all the domains on a large
quantity of attributes. Issuing structured queries, such as SQL (Structured
Query Language), over such a complex and large table is challenging, even for
database experts.
Schema Complexity. In a data integration scenario, each Web table can be
treated as a data source, and the main objective is to provide a uniform query
interface for those data sources. Most traditional data integration techniques
[71, 24, 41, 40] create a mediated schema, and expose the users this mediated
schema for posing queries. The data integration system maintains the mappings
between each source schema and the mediated schema. When a query is issued
on the mediated schema from an end user, it will be rewritten for each source
table, according to the underlying schema mappings. The rewritten queries
then will be forwarded to each source table for execution. The mediated schema
then collects and combines all the results from each source table, and presents
the final results to the end user.
This approach works very well when there are not too many data sources, or
the schema of each data source is not so heterogeneous. It, however, tends to be
unsuitable for the large-scale Web tables. The reasons are two-fold. First, the
mediated schema is typically designed by database/domain experts; however,
manually building a mediated schema for Web tables is almost infeasible. This
is mainly attributed to the large scale of Web tables: millions of tables that
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cover various domains/topics. Collected on regular tables only, we found a total
number of 132,062 distinct attribute names. This is actually a very conservative
estimation, as only a fraction (∼55%) of the whole Web table corpus are regular
tables. Manually crafting a schema for so many source attributes is a tedious
job. Second, even if the mediated schema is available, it would be quite large
and complex, e.g., containing thousands of attributes. Issuing queries over such
a complex schema is challenging for ordinary users.
Query Ambiguity. Some relaxed querying scheme over relational databases,
such as keyword query [3, 4, 43, 83, 50, 62, 84], may alleviate this problem
by hiding the complex schema from end users. Nevertheless, such relaxation
confines users from issuing structural queries and posing constraints on numeric
attributes (e.g., range queries). Furthermore, the semantics of keyword query
is ambiguous. To free users from the complexity of schema and keep the good
properties of SQL query, one possible solution is to combine the keyword query
and SQL query. More specifically, in contrast to the “hard attribute” in SQL
query, “attribute” in the new query can be any keyword. The main challenge
here is how to precisely capture the user’s intention, since the semantics of
keywords might be ambiguous.
Probabilistic Tagging and Querying of Web Tables
The third task we tackle is how to improve the usability of integrated Web
tables for ordinary users. We introduce a probabilistic tagging scheme to solve
this problem. In our probabilistic tagging scheme, each table column is not
only associated with solely one attribute name as in relational databases, but
with a set of attributes. Each of the associated attributes is called a tag (to
distinguish it from the traditional definition of attribute). More specifically,
for each table column, we treat each of its matched attribute as a tag, and
associate the column with this specific tag with a probability (i.e., the likelihood
of this match). Such probability represents our belief on the correctness of this
association. Associations on the table column are applicable to all of its data
values. In this way, each data value is actually associated with all the tags
that could express its semantics. Then users are allowed to issue queries in
a SQL-like fashion by using any tag they like, rather than using the hard-
defined attributes in the large mediated schema. To capture users’ intention, a
dynamic instantiation scheme is proposed to dynamically associate the tags in
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users’ query and the data values in each record.
1.3 Objectives
From the earlier discussion, we can see that prior works on Web table processing
suffer from the following three main drawbacks:
• On interpreting the schemata of Web tables, current works mainly focus
on regular tables only and overlook the rich diversity in Web tables. As
a result, lots of valuable tables are disregarded (about 45% based on our
experiences).
• On integrating Web tables, traditional automatic schema matching tech-
niques are mainly exploited to discover the semantic correspondences be-
tween tables. They depend primarily on schema-level and instance-level
similarities to find the matches. However, given the inherent value in-
completeness and semantic heterogeneity in Web tables, none of them
performs well (with false positives and false negatives).
• On querying the integrated Web tables, most traditional data integration
techniques construct a mediated schema, and all the user queries are
issued over such mediated schema. Nevertheless, a mediated schema for
all the Web tables will be too huge to query by ordinary users.
The overall objective of this study is to propose and implement a holistic
Web table processing framework. More specifically, in this work we aim to
provide the following functionalities:
• A machine learning based approach to extract the schemata for the whole
range of Web tables (including both regular Web tables and non-regular
Web tables). We first extract a variety of features which are essential for
table schema discovery, and then apply a series of classification variants
to distinguish the header cells from the non-header cells. In addition, we
also propose a set of other techniques to improve the accuracy, including
a post-processing procedure to guarantee the consistency (i.e., the table
header consists of a set of whole rows/columns) of the identified table
headers, and a table partitioning method to divide the whole table corpus
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into groups so that tables within a group are much more homogeneous
than tables in different groups.
• A machine-crowdsourcing hybrid approach to integrate the Web tables.
We first apply machine algorithms to generate the candidate concepts
for each table column, and then select the most beneficial columns for
crowdsourcing. We propose two useful models to measure the benefit of a
column: one model is to measure the difficulty of each column; the other
is to measure the influence of one column, if its match is verified by the
crowd, on inferring the correct concepts for other columns. Considering
both column difficulty and influence, an effective utility function is de-
fined to select the most valuable columns. The selected columns are then
published to the crowdsourcing platform for verification.
• A probabilistic tagging and querying scheme to improve the usability
of the integrated Web tables. We propose a probabilistic tagging scheme
where we infer a set of semantically similar tags for each Web table column
based on the schema matches found by the hybrid framework. Then each
data value is probabilistically associated with a set of tags. With our
extended SQL query, users are allowed to issue structured queries in a
more flexible way by using any tag they like. For query answering, we
design a dynamic instantiation approach to resolve the ambiguity of tag
semantics in user posed queries and fetch the answers from the integrated
data. This querying scheme may provide guidelines for more flexible Web
table exploration techniques.
The integrated data produced by our system would contribute to a better
understanding of the Web table semantics, and may have potentials in many
applications, for instance knowledge base augmentation, query answering sys-
tems and OLAP analysis. It may also be useful to enhance the search engine
performance, e.g., supporting structured results.
The primary focus of this work is on Web table processing. Although there
do exist some structured data on the Web which are represented in other for-
mats rather than Web tables, such as HTML lists [39] and the hidden Web [63],
the analysis of such data are quite different from Web tables. As such, they
are not considered in this study. Also, note that data fusion [28] is beyond the




The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we first provide a comprehensive review of existing works on
Web table processing, including techniques which aim to distinguish Web ta-
bles that contain relational data from those for layout purposes, and existing
studies on identifying the schemata of Web tables. We also give a brief review
on existing schema matching techniques, and discuss the methods which aim to
recover the semantics of Web tables. After that, we present a summarization
for techniques on data integration, including traditional data integration tech-
niques (i.e., deterministic schema mapping), the more advanced probabilistic
schema mapping, and user-feedback based data integration. Finally, we give an
overview of relaxation techniques which aim to relax the strict requirements in
relational databases, such as database relaxation and query relaxation.
In Chapter 3, we address the problem of header identification for Web tables.
Based on the diversity in table headers, we extract a set of essential features
and apply a series of classification variants to identify the header cells. To
achieve consistent headers, a post-processing approach is further proposed for
cell-level classifiers. We also study various other identification alternatives and
compare our approach against them.
In Chapter 4, we present our methodology of machine-crowdsourcing hybrid
schema matching approach for Web tables. To improve the matching accuracy
and reduce the possible cost, machine techniques are first applied to map each
table column to a set of candidate concepts in a catalog, and then the most
valuable columns are selected and published to crowdsourcing platform for ver-
ification. We propose an effective utility function to select the most beneficial
columns for crowdsourcing. Our utility function prefers columns which are
difficult for machines to determine the best concept, and columns, if verified
by the crowd, would have greater influence on inferring the concepts of other
columns. An approximation algorithm is developed to greedily select the valu-
able columns for crowdsourcing.
In Chapter 5, we propose a probabilistic tagging and querying scheme to
improve the usability of integrated Web tables. Each value is probabilistically
associated with tags which may potentially express its semantics. In this way,
users are allowed to issue queries in a SQL-like fashion with their preferred
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tags. An efficient and effective dynamic instantiation approach is proposed for
query processing, i.e., to associate the tags in users’ query and the data values
in each record.
In Chapter 6, we summarize the contributions of this work, discuss the




Web table has attracted lots of research interests in recent years. In the fol-
lowing discussions, we first provide a comprehensive review of existing works
on Web table processing in Section 2.1, including the techniques which aim
to distinguish Web tables that contain relational data from those for layout
purposes, and existing studies on identifying the schema of Web tables. In
Section 2.2, we give a brief review on existing schema matching techniques,
and discuss the methods whose goal is to recover the semantics of Web tables.
After that, we present a summarization for techniques on data integration in
Section 2.3, including traditional data integration techniques (i.e., determinis-
tic schema mapping), the more advanced probabilistic schema mapping, and
user-feedback based data integration. Finally, we give an overview of relaxation
techniques which aim to relax the strict requirements of relational databases in
Section 2.4, such as database relaxation and query relaxation.
2.1 Web Table Extraction and Interpretation
There are a large body of works on processing structured data on the Web,
including Web tables [12, 11, 52, 73], HTML lists [39, 30] and the hidden
Web [63, 81]. Elmeleegy et al. [30] present a domain-independent and unsu-
pervised approach for extracting relational information from Web lists. Gupta
and Sarawagi [39] present a technique for sample-driven Web list extraction
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and integration. More specifically, they first extract the schema from the sam-
ple rows, and then find the relevant lists via a scan over their crawled Web
list corpus, and finally assemble them to get a collection of relevant rows from
the Web list. Raghavan and Garcia-Molina [63] and Wu et al. [81] present
techniques for accessing the data hidden under Web forms, in order to better
understand the form design and semantics of the query form.
In this work, we pay our special attention on Web tables. Although there
are a considerable amount of HTML tables on the Web, such tables cannot be
directly used by the database community. The reasons are two-fold: 1) extract-
ing the Web tables that contain good relational data is somehow difficult; 2) the
schemata is usually undefined or missing. Towards resolving these problems,
considerable research efforts have been directed in the literature.
2.1.1 High-quality Table Discovery
As reported by the WebTables project [13], only 1.1% of the Web tables
contain good relational data, while most of them are used for layout purposes
(page layout, form layout and other non-relational data representation). A lot
of work recently has concentrated on discovering the high-quality relational
tables from HTML pages [18, 77, 61, 34]. Chen et. al. [18] used naive heuris-
tic rules (e.g. number of cells/hyperlinks/figures in a table) and cell content
similarity to detect high-quality tables. One of their rules simply discards a
table if it contains many hyperlinks, while this is not always true. As observed
in our experiments over tables extracted from Wikipedia, more than 50% of
the high-quality tables contain no less than 10 hyperlinks. Although their
approach achieved an F-measure of 86.5%, their dataset is quite small (only
918 tables) and domain specific (airline Web pages). In contrast to heuristics,
Wang and Hu [77] proposed a machine learning based method to discover the
tables. In particular, they applied classic classification approaches (Decision
Tree and Support Vector Machine) over a collection of features, including both
layout (e.g., number of rows/columns and cell length) and content features.
Besides the limitations of small dataset (1,393 HTML pages) and specific do-
mains (business and science), it is infeasible to apply this approach to the large
scale HTML pages in the whole Web, as collecting sufficient training data for
the whole Web is unrealistic. Different from the layout information used by the
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above works, Gatterbauer and Bohunsky [34] utilized the positional information
of visualized DOM elements of a Web page to separate table data from code
intended for affecting visual appearance. Nevertheless, the positional informa-
tion may vary a lot across browsers, and change with different versions of CSS
and HTML. Towards Web-scale table extraction, the work in [13, 12, 52] uses a
mixture of hand-written rules and statistical classifiers to identify high quality
relational tables. However, they only focused on regular tables which contain
neither row span nor column span. Based on our experiences over tables from
Wikipedia, more than 55% of the high-quality tables are non-regular ones. In
other words, their approach mistakenly discard more than half of the targeted
tables, incurring high false negative.
In a word, existing works over table extraction suffer from the following
drawbacks: 1) applicable only to specific domains [18, 77, 61]; 2) inappropriate
for Web-scale data [77]; 3) high false negative [13, 12, 52].
2.1.2 Table Header Identification
Table header (i.e., table schemata) is the most important piece of information,
as it represents the structure of the table and in some degree demonstrates the
semantics for each column. Existing works to identify table headers are mainly
heuristics based. In particular, the work in [52] depends on HTML formatting
such as <th> tag to find table headers, while Web tables often use them merely
as syntactic sugar (bold fonts, centered alignment, etc.) of value cells rather
than header cells; conversely, header cells often use style elements, such as <b>
tag and bgcolor attribute, instead of <th>. The work in [13, 12] assumes that
the table header is either presented as the first row of the table or does not exist
at all, and proposes certain features to predict whether the first row is a header
or not. This is true for most regular tables, while not for non-regular tables.
In practice, the location of header cells vary a lot across tables, e.g., in the first
row/column, in the first several rows/columns, or in both rows and columns.
Venetis et al. [73] assumed that values in the same column of a table share a
common attribute/label, and they leveraged external knowledge (e.g., IsA Web
database and Freebase) to find the proper label for each table column. However,
their approach cannot handle the semantic heterogeneity of Web tables. For
instance, both Opponent and Team columns in the NBA player tables contain
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NBA teams/clubs, while their semantics are totally different. In addition, this
work is also limited by the coverage and accuracy of the knowledge bases in
use. The approach proposed by Cafarella et al. in [11] leverages contextual
information, such as surrounding text within the same Web page, to find the
attribute types of Web table columns, but not all of the attribute types are
mentioned in the context. Overall, extracting structured data from the Web is
a very active field of research and attribute type identification is an important
step in this process. Our work on extracting table headers is pivotal for better
identification of attribute types. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
work has specifically focused on table header identification for arbitrary Web
tables.
2.2 Schema Matching
Schema matching is an essential problem in many database applications, such as
data integration, E-business, data warehousing, and semantic query processing.
In the following, we will first give a brief review on the techniques in traditional
schema matching, and then discuss the schema matching relevant issues on Web
tables.
2.2.1 Traditional Schema Matching Techniques
One broad category of schema matching techniques depend mainly on schema
information, not the instance data, to find the matches [60, 6, 23, 14]. The
considered information includes the usual properties of schema elements, such
as name, description, data type, relationship types (e.g., part-of, is-a, etc.),
constraints, and schema structure. In general, a schema matcher will find all
the possible matches (there might be multiple candidates). For each candidate,
a score function is usually defined to estimate the degree of similarity by a
normalized numeric value between 0 and 1. The match with the highest score
is generally identified as the best match.
Another category of schema matching techniques look at instances (i.e., data
values in each column) to find the matches [37, 76]. The main reason is that
instances could provide a more insightful view on the semantics of the data,
especially when the schema information is not available or is limited. Moreover,
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to some extent, instance-level matching can be valuable to resolve the semantic
heterogeneity problem.
For more details and other techniques in the schema matching domain,
please refer to books [5, 31] and surveys [64, 8]. Given the value incomplete-
ness and high semantic heterogeneity in Web tables, unfortunately, none of the
existing schema matching techniques is suitable for Web table scenario.
2.2.2 Web Table Annotation
Web table annotation [73, 52] is closely related to our work on Web table
schema matching discovery. Limaye et al. [52] proposed a probabilistic graphic
model to collectively annotate the Web tables using items from YAGO [70].
In particular, they annotate table cells with entities, columns with types and
column pairs with relations. The key idea of their work is to use joint inference
to enhance the quality of all the annotations. Later Venetis et al. [73] solved
the same problem using a Web-scale knowledge base, where all the class labels
and relationships in the knowledge base are extracted from the Web. One main
difference between the Web-built knowledge base and the well-developed one,
such as YAGO, is that the former has much wider coverage but lower accuracy.
Venetis et al. employed a probability model to reason about when they have
seen sufficient evidence for attaching a class label to a column, and a binary
relationship to a pair of columns.
Both of them focus on improving the quality of pure machine-based ap-
proach, but as we discussed, they may fail to find the correct annotations for
some inherently difficult columns. In contrast to them, our work on matching
Web tables concentrates more on leveraging the power of crowdsourcing and
building a machine-crowdsourcing hybrid framework. The main problem we
tackle is to wisely choose the columns for crowdsourcing and effectively uti-
lize the crowdsourcing results to achieve overall high quality. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to exploit crowdsourcing for Web table schema
matching.
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2.3 Data Integration
Data integration plays an important role in applications that need to query
across multiple autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. Next we will
first summarize the traditional data integration techniques, and then look at a
special case of schema mapping, i.e., probabilistic schema mapping, and finally
discuss the methods which exploit user feedback for data integration purpose.
2.3.1 Traditional Data Integration Systems
The goal of data integration is to provide a uniform query interface for a set of
data sources. A data integration system exposes its users a mediated schema
for posing queries over all the data sources. More formally, a data integration
system is defined as a triple 〈G,S,M〉, where G is the mediated schema, S is
the set of source schemas, and M is the schema mapping between the source
and mediated schema. The legality of mapping M depends on the nature of
the correspondence between G and S. There are two popular ways to model
this correspondence: Global-as-View (GAV) and Local-as-View (LAV) [48, 71,
24, 41, 40].
GAV systems model the mediated schema as a view over the source schema
S. In this case mapping M associates to each element in the mediated schema
G as a query over sources S. Query processing becomes a straightforward
operation due to the well-defined mappings between G and S. The burden of
complexity falls on implementing mediator code instructing the data integration
system exactly how to retrieve elements from the source databases. If any
new sources join the system, considerable effort may be necessary to update
the mediator, thus the GAV approach is more suitable for the case where the
sources seem unlikely to change.
On the other hand, in LAV, the source database is modeled as a view over
mediated schema G. In this case, mapping M associates to each element in
sources S a query over the mediated schema G. Here the exact associations
between G and S are no longer well-defined. The burden of determining how
to retrieve elements from the sources is placed on the query processor. The
benefit of LAV model is that new sources can be added with far less work than
in a GAV system, thus LAV approach is favored in cases where the mediated
schema is more stable and unlikely to change.
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The mediated schema maintained by traditional data integration systems
will be too huge for users to query if the number of data sources becomes
large and more heterogeneous. Therefore, they are not suitable for the large-
scale Web table scenario which is much more heterogeneous than relational
databases. In contrast to maintaining a deterministic mediated schema, our
work discovers semantic relationships among different tags so that users can
choose preferred tag/attribute to query the database, rather than over the
mediated schema.
2.3.2 Probabilistic Data Integration
Probabilistic data integration proposed by Dong et al. [27, 66] aims to capture
the uncertainty in data integration. More specifically, they handle the uncer-
tainty from three sources: uncertainty in schema mapping, semantic uncertainty
in keyword queries, and uncertainty in data (might be caused by information ex-
traction). Their concept of probabilistic schema mapping is closest to our work.
However, they assume that all the uncertainties in schema mapping should be
modeled perfectly before query processing. In other words, the semantic un-
certainty in an attribute/keyword in user-posed query is defined before hand
(i.e., in the data). In contrast, our dynamic instantiation is able to dynamically
determine the most possible semantics of each tag in the query. In addition, our
query-time dynamic instantiation cannot be trivially applied to them. Conse-
quently, they are not able to dynamically determine the tag semantics as ours.
Moreover, we do not need to enumerate two levels of probability (i.e., mediated
schema level and schema mapping level) in query answering as they do, so our
work is more efficient.
Our tag inference approach also differs from the existing instance-based
schema matching approaches [51, 22, 7]. They assume the existence of a
database with a “correct” schema which data from other sources will be mapped
to. Data from this database is used as training data in supervised learning (i.e.,
classification) to map attributes from other sources to the “correct” schema.
Our problem in this work however assumes no existence of a “correct” schema.
Instead we need to derive the semantic similarity for many different sets of
tags provided by different users. Our emphasis is on not confining the users
to a single mediated schema and allowing them to query the data freely with
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different tags.
2.3.3 User Feedback based Data Integration
Some work recently has concentrated on soliciting the user feedback to overcome
the limitations of machine approaches. One of the key problems is to determine
in what order the candidates are presented to the users for their feedback.
Jeffery [45] defined a holistic utility function to rank the candidate matches
to improve the matching accuracy as much as possible. They assume a query
workload is available, and their utility function is crafted over the workload. In
contrast to them, we define the column utility based on the column difficulty
and its influence on other columns.
Another direction of crowdsourcing-based integration is entity resolution.
Wang et al. [75] aim to ask as few questions as possible to cover all the can-
didate entity matches. The work in [78] introduced a probabilistic approach
for question selection in crowdsourcing-based entity resolution framework. The
key contribution of this work is that they took transitive closure into consider-
ation when selecting questions. Our work is to discover column correspondence
and we only choose the most valuable columns for crowdsourcing under a given
budget.
There also exist some work on studying the quality of crowdsourcing an-
swers, such as predicting the minimal number of workers to satisfy a required
accuracy, and choosing the correct answer in a wise manner rather than simple
majority voting [54, 46]. These techniques can be easily adopted by our Web
table schema matching framework to improve the accuracy of our approach.
2.4 Data/Query Relaxation and Probabilistic
Databases
2.4.1 Database Relaxation
Some effort have been performed to relax the strict schema defined in rela-
tional databases, Such efforts include researches on malleable schema [26, 85],
Bigtable [17], Wide-table [19], and RDF tables [59].
The concept of malleable schema is proposed by Dong et al. in [26]. It
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is motivated by the fact that the structure of a domain is usually complex
and the structure itself may evolve over time, so the data model should allow
some vagueness and redundancy to capture all the possible semantics. Mal-
leable schema is a data model which enables us to combine both structured
and unstructured data from the beginning, and evolve the model as the data is
becoming more structured. Within the model, data are represented as a num-
ber of entities, attributes and relationships. An entity is described by a set of
attributes, where each attribute represents a binary relation between an entity
and a ground value. The binary relation between two entities is captured by
relationship, which may be vague. To express the vagueness, malleable schema
organizes the attributes and relationships in hierarchies, so that their structure
can evolve over time, from vague to clear. Types of entities, attributes and
relationships are identified by keywords, so users can easily issue their queries.
Zhou et al. extended the idea of malleable schema in [85]. They model the
data from heterogeneous sources as a set of triples, which are referred to as
triple bases. More specifically, an attribute for a given instance is represented
as 〈instance, attribute, value〉; association between two instances is represented
in the form of 〈instance, association, instance〉. In addition, triple bases can
also be used to model synonyms (for attributes and associations), and build
hierarchies to further accommodate heterogeneity.
Bigtable [17] is another work to support flexible schema. Conceptually,
Bigtable is a table that accommodates all kinds of data. The total number of
columns in Bigtable is in the magnitude of hundreds or thousands. However,
each table row only occupies a small fraction of the columns, which is quite
sparse. In addition, it is totally schema free. User can just insert his own data
into appropriate column without worrying about the schema of the database.
Furthermore, users can create a new column if no column is suitable for the
inserted data.
In summary, these approaches provide some flexibility for users to inter-
act with the schema without the strict constraints of a relational database.
However, most of them only provide a flexible interface to store data, but the
columns or attributes in their system play exactly the same role as in relational
databases. While [85] did look at issues involving query relaxation, they only do
so for string attributes and have to generate many alternative relaxed queries
in order to retrieve all the relevant data. In addition, users are also not given
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the privilege of determining which attributes to be relaxed.
2.4.2 Query Relaxation
In last decades, there are several efforts which aim to provide users a more
friendly query interface that requires minimal or no knowledge of the database
schema. One of the representative directions is keyword search over relational
databases [3, 4, 43, 83, 50, 62, 84]. More specifically, the query is a set of
keywords, denoted as Q = {k1, k2, · · · , kl}. A relational database is modeled
as a graph G = {V,E}, where V is the set of tuples, and E is the set of
edges between tuples. There exists an edge between two tuples if they form
a primary-foreign key reference. The answer to a keyword query is a set of
connected structures, where each connected structure represents how the tuples,
that contain the required keyword, are connected in the database graph G.
The connected structure can be either a tree or a subgraph. A score function
is usually defined to measure the goodness of a connected structure, which is
generally based on either the text information maintained in tuples (i.e., node
weights), or the connections among tuples (i.e., edge weights), or both.
Although keyword query has many good properties, it, however, confines
users from issuing structural constraints. For instance, it does not support
queries over numerical values, and it is not applicable for range queries. More-
over, it does not allow users to express their semantic confidences over each of
the keywords. It was illustrated in [36, 56, 20] that tags on multimedia objects
are prevalent over Web 2.0 applications [1, 2], to facilitate searching over mul-
timedia objects (e.g., audio, video and image). Our use of tags in probabilistic
tagging and querying work serves the same purpose. Note that our tag is differ-
ent from multimedia tags in the following aspect: tags on multimedia objects
are mostly provided by users to describe the content in the objects, thus they
are usually well defined, but tags in our system are really heterogeneous and
many of them do not exist in the natural language. The reason why we choose
to use the term tag in our work is that we want to distinguish it from the pre-
defined attributes in relational databases, and aim to bring semantic flexibility
to relational databases.
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2.4.3 Probabilistic Databases
There also exists a large body of works over probabilistic databases, which aim
to deal with the uncertainty embedded in data. More specifically, some proba-
bilistic models focus on resolving the uncertainty in tuples and columns [35, 69],
some on model the lineage of the uncertainty [65, 79]. However, the uncertain-
ties they aim to handle are different with the association probability in our
work. In particular, probabilistic databases handle the uncertainty in the data
(i.e., whether the data exist, either in row or in column), while our probabil-
ity comes from two sources: one is the uncertainty in the attribute semantics,
the other is the semantic ambiguity in user-posed queries. In other words, our
probability captures the uncertainty in the schema level, not in the data level as
probabilistic databases do. As far as we know, none of the existing approaches
over probabilistic databases have considered schema uncertainty.
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Schema Extraction for Web Tables
3.1 Overview
The World Wide Web contains wide variety of structured and semi-structured
information in the form of Web tables. A common trait of tables on the Web
is that they are created primarily for ease of reading, but they do not contain
any explicit metadata that could be used to identify the attributes present
therein. Table schema is a vital piece of metadata. Knowing the schema of a
Web table (if the schema exists) can help us identify not only the attributes of
that table, but also potential relationships across tables. Such information can
be exploited for Web table integration, complex analytical processing on Web
tables, knowledge discovery, etc. A major step of schema discovery is to identify
the table headers, because the header cells typically express the semantics of
their data cells in the corresponding rows/columns.
Identifying table headers is a challenging task. Given that no strict conven-
tions for creating tables has been imposed, there exists a wide variety of ways
in which people define table headers as a result. After having analyzed almost
one million tables from Wikipedia, we discovered a plethora of different ways
used in defining table headers.
• Some authors use <th> tags, others use bold fonts, yet others use back-
ground colors. Conversely, all these approaches (including <th> tags)
are used to format non-header cells as well.
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• Header rows/columns can be hierarchical, consisting of multiple rows/columns
with several layers of cell spans.
• Headers do not always appear at the top/left of the table, and may be
repeated multiple times throughout long/wide tables. Sometimes there
are headers at the top and bottom of a table, as well as at the left and
top of a table (resulting in crosstabs).
As a result, straightforward rule-based and machine learning approaches do
not yield very accurate results in practice. In this chapter, we propose a series
of machine learning based approaches to identify the headers for the whole
range of Web tables. Our contributions are summarized below.
• We study the diversity in Web tables, and extract an extensive set of
features for labelling headers.
• We present a method to partition the table corpus into groups. By doing
so, the homogeneity within each group is increased. We then propose two
classification variants; one is to build a single classifier for the whole table
corpus, the other is to build individual classifiers for each group.
• We propose two additional classification variants; one is row/column clas-
sifier, which labels whole rows/columns using row/column features as well
as aggregate cell features. The other is cell classifier, which labels individ-
ual cells using cell features as well as decomposed row/column features.
We also devise post-processing heuristics for cell classifier to make headers
consistent.
• We conduct a thorough experimental evaluation on tables extracted from
the Wikipedia corpus. The results demonstrate that our approach is able
to achieve 97.4% precision and 94.4% recall in header identification for
Web tables.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe our
table extraction and study the header heterogeneity in Section 3.2, and then
discuss feature extraction in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 describes table partitioning
method and the corresponding classification variants. Section 3.5 talks about
the method of building row/column classifiers and cell classifiers. In Section
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3.6, training data collection and underlying classifiers are presented, which is
followed by Section 3.7 where we discuss schema extraction for Web tables. We
evaluate the various classification variants in Section 3.8, and summarize this
chapter in Section 3.9.
3.2 The Web Table Corpus
3.2.1 Table Extraction
The Web table corpus we used is extracted from the English language Wikipedia
page collection dumped by the Freebase Wikipedia Extraction group (WEX)
[57]. We discard all the redirected articles as they do not contain any meaningful
tabular data. By parsing approximately six million non-redirected articles, we
found 814,917 Web tables that contain relational data. In HTML syntax, each
Web table consists of a set of rows which are enclosed by <tr> tags. Each table
row further consists of a set of cells, tagged with either <th> or <td>.
We choose Wikipedia for two reasons. First, Wikipedia has good coverage,
containing pages across almost all domains/entities in the world. Second, we
observe a large variety of tables with diverse styles in Wikipedia, so they rep-
resent a large, complex and diverse test case for our methods. We believe that
the table corpus extracted from Wikipedia is representative of tables on the
whole Web.
Existing works [13, 12, 52, 73] over header identification focus on simple
regular tables (as defined in Definition 1.1) only. In contrast to these, we aim to
discover the headers for both regular tables and non-regular tables. Out of the
814,917 tables extracted, we found that only 452,140 (∼55%) tables are regular
ones. This means that previous work disregards lots of tables which have more
complex structure.
Figure 3.1 shows the frequency of Web tables with respect to row size,
column size and cell size in the extracted table corpus. The results indicate
that most tables on the Web are small in size, containing tens of rows and
columns, and hundreds of cells. This is consistent with the observation made
in other Web table processing works [13]. From the figure we can see that there
exist some tiny tables, e.g., only one row/column/cell. For the experiments in
Section 3.8, we ignore such small tables and focus on the tables that contain
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(c) Distribution of Web tables w.r.t. the number of cells.
Figure 3.1: Distribution of Web tables w.r.t. the number of rows, columns, and
cells.
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(a) <th>: false positive. (b) <th>: false negative.
Figure 3.2: Two Web table examples containing syntactic column headers only.
<td style="background:orange;color:#FFFFFF;">
(a) Row is header.
(b) Column is header.
Figure 3.3: Two Web table examples containing no syntactic headers.
at least two rows and two columns.
3.2.2 Table Header Heterogeneity
In HTML syntax, <th> is the notation used to define header cells in a table.
According to such notation and given that table authors typically place the
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(a) No header.
(b) Row is header.
Figure 3.4: Two Web table examples containing syntactic row headers only.
headers at the top or left part of a table, we can examine whether a table has
syntactic column/row headers as follows:
• Syntactic column headers (CH for short): A table has syntactic column
headers if all the cells in the first row are tagged with <th>.
• Syntactic row headers (RH for short): A table has syntactic row headers
if all the cells in the first column are tagged with <th>.
Note that syntactic “column headers” refer to the header labels for table
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(a) Column is header.
(b) Row is header.
Figure 3.5: Two Web table examples containing both syntactic column header
and row header.
columns, where the header itself is a row. The case is similar for syntactic row
headers. Next we present a number of tables taken from our table corpus to
illustrate the variety of tables, and by extension, the difficulty of accurately
identifying table headers.
Figure 3.2 shows two tables with syntactic column headers. The outline
shows all cells that have been tagged as <th> by the author. Clearly, for the
table in Figure 3.2(a), a simple technique, that uses only <th> tags to identify
header cells, would introduce a large number of false positives. Conversely, the
table in Figure 3.2(b) shows an example where true header cells (i.e., ‘Gold,
Silver, Bronze’) have not been tagged as such (false negatives).
Figure 3.3 shows two tables with neither syntactic column headers nor row
headers (i.e., none are tagged with <th>). However, there are headers: the
intended header of the table in Figure 3.3(a) has been visually highlighted in
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Figure 3.6: A Web table example with header replica.
HTML, and the true header of table in Figure 3.3(b) is the left most column,
but the author has neither tagged it nor highlighted it.
Figure 3.4(a) shows a table without row or column headers. Instead, in-
formation about table attributes is described in surrounding text. Moreover,
this information can be easily deduced by humans even without any contextual
information. The author of this table has tagged the first column as a syntactic
header column, solely for the purposes of highlighting those cells. Similarly,
in Figure 3.4(b), the author has tagged the first column as a syntactic header,
while the true table header is the first row.
Figure 3.5(a) shows a table where the author has tagged the first row and
the first column as headers, but intuitively, only the first column is a header
(e.g., the first row can be labeled as ‘Monitors’). This table is not a crosstab;
header tags have been applied only for highlighting purposes. Similarly, Figure
3.5(b) shows a table where multiple columns and rows have been tagged as
headers, while clearly only the first two rows are the true headers.
Figure 1.3 shows a crosstab where none of the cells tagged as headers convey
any semantic information about data cells in the matrix. Nevertheless, identi-
fying those cells as headers is very important, since it could enable us to convert
the crosstab into a relational form (e.g., with the schema <Network, Time,
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Table 3.1: Statistics of header types in Web tables.
Header Type Frequency Header Type Frequency
First Row 704 (49.06%) Hierarchical Header 306 (21.32%)
First Column 94 (6.55%) Header Replica 66 (4.60%)
No Header 73 (5.09%) Crosstab 192 (13.38%)
Program>). The table also contains an example of column span (where a cell
crosses column boundaries) and row span. Finally, Figure 3.6 shows a table
where the table header is repeated several times across the table.
Many other special cases also exist. For instance, aggregations (i.e., rows
that are aggregates of other rows) in some Web tables are usually tagged as
headers. These examples collectively show that the ways to present tabular
data may vary a lot. It is clear that one cannot depend on simple heuristics
(e.g., solely on HTML header notation <th>) in order to discover table headers.
It should be pointed out here that previous work has concentrated mostly on
heuristics for identifying the headers of regular tables only [13, 12, 52].
We have examined the popularity of different header types based on our
training data (See Section 3.6.1 for details on training data). Table 3.1 shows
the results. It reveals that about 40% of the tables have complicated headers
(i.e., hierarchical/repeated headers and crosstabs).
3.3 Feature Engineering
In this section, we identify and extract an extensive set of features that can
be used in conjunction with well-known classification techniques to identify the
headers of Web tables. Such an approach is clearly more systematic and robust
than crafting ad hoc heuristics as was done in prior work.
There can be two classes of features: one class characterizes individual cells
in isolation, and another class directly characterizes entire rows/columns. This
naturally leads to the realization that we can build two distinct types of clas-
sifiers: one classifier for labelling individual header cells that uses cell features
as well as decomposed row/column features, and another classifier for labelling
header rows and columns that uses row/column features as well as aggregate
cell features.
We next describe useful cell level features, before discussing row/column
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Clearly, location within a table is an important indicator of headers. In practice,
rows/columns at the top/left part of a table are more likely to be part of
a header, given the way humans expect tables to be formatted. Hence, we
consider two location-based features. Row location: (integer) the row index
of the cell in a table. Column location: (integer) the column index of the cell
in a table.
Span
The presence of cell span is a relevant feature for two reasons. First, header
cells in non-regular tables usually have spans, e.g., tables in Figure 3.5(b) and
Figure 1.3. Second, cells that span all the rows/columns, especially those that
reside in the middle of the table, are likely to be table headers, e.g., tables in
Figure 3.2(b) and Figure 3.6. In total, there are four span-relevant features.
Row span: (integer) number of rows the cell spans. Column span: (integer)
number of columns the cell spans. Spanning all rows: (binary) whether the
cell spans all the rows. Spanning all columns: (binary) whether the cell
spans all the columns.
Tag <th>
While the <th> tag is often used for display purposes, it is also a good indicator
for finding header cells. Three <th> relevant features are introduced: <th>
tag: (binary) whether the cell is tagged with <th>. <th> row: (binary)
whether all the cells in the same row are tagged with <th>. <th> column:
(binary) whether all the cells in the same column are tagged with <th>.
Value Type
We observe that the values in most header cells are strings, which means that
the probability of a string value being a header is much higher than a numeric
value. Hence, we adopt the value type of a cell value as another binary feature,
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Table 3.2: Top 10 popular HTML tags and attributes in Web tables.
HTML Tag # of Cells HTML Attribute # of Cells
sentence 21,602,879 align 5,321,353
link 10,253,136 bgcolor 1,300,011
target 5,264,316 width 1,150,523
template 3,331,133 rowspan 1,111,647
bold 1,625,006 text-align 877,084
italics 1,149,214 background 864,467
extension 252,761 colspan 655,800
list 216,849 valign 159,396
listitem 157,472 color 142,871
xhtml:small 84,240 background-color 112,512
i.e., whether the cell value is a string or not. Of course, certain numeric cells
should be identified as headers as well, especially for crosstabs.
Styles
As mentioned before, many header cells are not explicitly declared as <th>;
instead they are rendered with various HTML style elements, e.g., the table in
Figure 3.3(a). Therefore, we include these style elements into our feature set.
In our table corpus (which is described in more detail in Section 3.2), there are
a total of 51 distinct HTML tags and 322 distinct HTML attributes. We choose
what we consider to be the most representative ones. For each HTML tag and
attribute, we tally the number of table cells that use it and rank them. The top
10 ranked tags and attributes are shown in Table 3.2. Based on our observation
of the data, we select the ones which are often used for emphasis (shown in bold
in Table 3.2). For each cell, every selected tag/attribute represents one binary
feature, expressing whether this particular tag/attribute is used for that cell or
not.
Homogeneity and Heterogeneity
In a well defined table, the data cells under a given header cell usually have
homogeneous types. Consider column Round in the table shown in Figure
3.3(a) as an example. All the values in this column are numeric, except Round
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itself, i.e., the data cells have a homogeneous type1. However, the header cell
and the data cells can be heterogeneous, as illustrated in this example. Such
homogeneity and heterogeneity can be captured by value types, in which we
only consider numeric and string types. For our purposes we determine the type
of the majority of cells in a particular row/column. We surmise that conflicting
cells are more likely to be headers.
We introduce four features for each cell, based on row/column homogeneity
and heterogeneity. More formally, given a cell c in column col = {c1, c2, . . . , cn},
let Ns be the number of string cells in col except c (i.e., col \ {c}). The column
homogeneity for cell c is computed as max{Ns,n−1−Ns}
n−1 . The column heterogeneity
for cell c is +1 if c belongs to the majority type, −1 if it does not belong to
the majority type, or 0 if there is no majority type (when there is a tie). Row
homogeneity and heterogeneity are computed in a similar way. Consider again
the Round cell in Figure 3.3(a), its column homogeneity and heterogeneity are
1.0 and −1, and its row homogeneity and heterogeneity are 1.0 and +1.
Header Probability
We observed that the first row tends to be the table header of regular tables
in most cases. In fact, evaluated on the regular tables in our training data (see
Section 3.6.1 for a detailed description on training data), simply declaring the
first row as the header achieves a precision of 100% and recall of 96.29%. That
is to say, in those tables simply claiming that the first row as the header will
produce good results. We also conjecture that values in header cells are less
likely to occur in data cells. If this is true, regular tables can provide essential
information for identifying header cells. To verify this conjecture, we calculate
the probability that a particular cell value is a good header, as follows. Let TR
be the collection of regular tables in our table corpus. For each distinct cell
value v in TR, we tally the number of times that v appears in the first row of
a table, denote it as Nh, and the number of times it appears in other rows,




Figure 3.7 shows the header probability distribution in regular tables, where
the x-axis is the probability range, and the y-axis is the percentage of cell values
whose header probability falls in that range. For ease of illustration, in Figure
1We do not consider the semantic type/domain of the cells here (for example, whether
the values are telephones or social security numbers).
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Figure 3.7: Header probability distribution in regular Web tables, where the x-
axis is the probability of appearing in the first row, and y-axis is the percentage
of cell values.
3.7 we only consider the cell values that occur at least once in the first row (i.e.,
Nh > 0). From the results we can see that 80% of the values exceed the 90%
occurrence threshold (i.e., more than 80% of the values contained in the first row
of the regular tables occur almost exclusively in those rows). This reinforces
the validity of our initial conjecture. Hence, we adopt header probability as
another feature for identifying table headers.
3.3.2 Row/Column Features
Row/Column features characterize a whole row/column atomically. Many of
the row/column features are aggregates of cell features. In the following, we will
discuss the features for a specific row. Features for a column can be obtained
in a similar way.
Location
Row location: (integer) the index of the row. Note that this feature is ex-
cluded from the feature set of a column, as a column typically covers all the
rows in a table. Column location: (integer) similarly, it is excluded from the
feature set of a row.
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Span
Row span: (double) the feature of a row is the average of its cells’ row span.
Column span: (double) average of its cells’ column span. Spanning all
rows: (binary) whether the row contains one cell which spans all the rows in
the table. Spanning all columns: (binary) whether the row contains one cell
which spans all the columns in the table.
Tag <th>
Three <th> relevant features are introduced. <th> tag: (double) the per-
centage of cells which are tagged with <th> in the row. <th> row: (binary)
whether all cells in the row are tagged with <th>. Note that this feature is
excluded from a column’s feature set. <th> column: (binary) it is excluded
from a row’s feature set, and the feature for a column is positive if all the cells
in the column are tagged with <th>.
Value Type
The value type of a row/column is computed as the percentage of cell values
which are string in that row/column.
Styles
We aggregate the cell-level style features to derive the row/column level fea-
tures. For each chosen style (shown in bold in Table 3.2), its feature for a
row/column is the percentage of cells which are rendered with this style in that
row/column.
Homogeneity and Heterogeneity
We use aggregate row/column homogeneity and heterogeneity. We introduce
two features per row/column. Suppose row r consists of a set of cells {c1, . . . , cn}.
The column homogeneity of r is computed as the average of the column homo-
geneity of c1, . . . , cn. The column heterogeneity of row r is the fraction of the
number of cells in r whose column heterogeneity is positive. Notice that for row
r, its row homogeneity/heterogeneity with respect to its cells’ row homogene-
ity/heterogeneity is constant and cannot be used as a feature. We introduce
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corresponding features for each column. Intuitively, a row that contains a lot
of cells whose values are heterogeneous within their respective columns is more
likely to be a header row, since each individual cell is more likely to be a header
cell.
Header Probability
Header probability of a row/column is computed as the average header proba-
bility of its cells.
3.4 Single and Separate Classification
In applying classification techniques for table header identification, one straight-
forward way is to build a single classifier for the whole corpus. However, as
shown by the table examples in Section 3.2.2, the headers in Web tables vary
a great deal. Consider the case of regular tables, where we know that the first
row is the correct header in most cases. However, this is not true for other
kinds of tables. This observation means that the feature “Row location” = 0
is more relevant to regular tables than the other tables.
Given that some features could be more important to some specific category
of tables, another variant of classification is that we can divide up the whole
table corpus into different groups, and create one classifier for the tables in
each group, instead of simply building a single classifier. Based on the type of
table we are trying to classify, we use the corresponding classifier. By doing so,
we expect tables within the same group to be somehow homogeneous, which
should presumably help train more accurate classifiers. Among the various
features introduced in Section 3.3, there are many features that we can use
to do the grouping. For example, one possible option is to use the HTML
style features, but there are far too many of them to choose from, which would
result in too many groups with a small number of tables within each group.
Consequently, we end up with the following four features.
• Syntactic column headers (CH).
• Syntactic row headers (RH).
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• Column span (CS): A table has column span if there exists a cell spanning
multiple columns.
• Row span (RS): A table has row span if there exists a cell spanning
multiple rows.
Syntactic column headers and row headers are two important header-relevant
features derived from HTML syntax. In addition, row span and column span are
structural features, and constitute a strong separator between regular and more
complex tables, and hence they are a natural choice. Consequently, the whole
table corpus can be divided into a total of sixteen groups by the above four
binary properties. The number of tables in each group is shown in Table 3.3.
Observe that there is a very large number of tables that do not fall under the def-
inition of a regular table, which corresponds to the case CH∧¬RH∧¬CS∧¬RS
(i.e., there is a column header, and there is neither column span nor row span).
For such tables (e.g., ones that contain cells with row and/or column span)
identifying header cells is a challenge that previous work has not addressed.
An alternative approach to training multiple classifiers is to use the grouping
features of each table (i.e., the above four selected features) as another set
of cell/row/column features, and feed them to the classifier. Then we can
build a single classifier for the whole corpus. We also explore this idea in the
experiments.
3.5 Holistic and Two-phase Classification
Given two classes of features (i.e., cell features and row/column features) intro-
duced in Section 3.3, we can build two distinct types of classifiers accordingly.
One classifier is to use the row/column features, and predict whether a whole
row/column is a header or not in a holistic way. Another classifier exploits
the cell features and predicts whether an individual cell is a header or not in
isolation. However, cell-level prediction may result in inconsistent headers, i.e.,
rows/columns containing both header and non-header cells. In view of this, an
additional post-processing phase is necessary to guarantee header consistency.
We call the former classification Holistic and the latter Two-phase.
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CHAPTER 3. SCHEMA EXTRACTION FOR WEB TABLES
3.5.1 Holistic Header Identification
We build two classifiers in the holistic scheme, one for table rows and the other
for table columns. More specifically, given a set of tables as training data, we
extract the features for all the rows in the training data (i.e., row features),
and use them to build a row classifier. The row classifier is responsible for
labeling each row in the test tables. With the extracted column features, a
column classifier can be built in a similar way, which is in charge of labelling
table columns.
For each unlabeled table, we apply both row and column classifiers, to get
a set of predicted header rows and header columns. Then a cell in the table
is a header cell if either its row or its column is predicted as a header by the
classifiers.
3.5.2 Two-phase Header Identification
When building classifiers based on cell features, we propose a two-phase ap-
proach to identify consistent row/column headers for Web tables. Given a col-
lection of training data, features are first extracted for each cell in the training
data and used to build a cell-based classifier.
In the first phase of header identification, the cell-based classifier is applied
to the unlabeled table. For each cell in the unlabeled table, it predicts whether
this cell is a header or not in isolation. The resulting header cells may not
be consistent, as there might be rows/columns that contain both header cells
and non-header cells. Although cell level information is good enough for some
types of applications (for example, identifying attribute types of rows/columns),
in the header identification scenario we need to be able to declare a whole
row/column as a header or non-header (for example as a building block for
transforming Web tables to relational tables).
The second phase takes the classification results from the first phase as
input. It declares a row/column as header if the fraction of cells in that
row/column that have been predicted as header cells by the classifier exceeds a
predefined threshold. For cells that span multiple rows/columns, we can either
count the length of the span as one or as the number of columns/rows spanned,
when computing the fraction of header cells in a row/column. We call the
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second phase the post-processing step. Algorithm 3.1 implements this step.
Algorithm 3.1: is header(row/column k, float τ , bool span)
// τ is the predefined threshold
// c.span length is length of column span when k is
Row, length of row span otherwise
1 i = 0, j = 0;
2 foreach Cell c in k.cells() do
3 if span then j+= c.span length;
4 else j+= 1;
5 if c is classified as a header cell then
6 if span then i+= c.span length;




Algorithm 3.2: header cells(Table T )
1 Set hr ← ∅, hc← ∅ ;
2 foreach Row r in T .rows() do
3 if is header(r) then hr ← hr ∪ {r};
4 foreach Column c in T .columns() do
5 if is header(c) then hc← hc ∪ {c};
6 foreach Cell c in T .cells() do
7 if c.row ∈ hr ∧ c.column ∈ hc then c.is header = true;
8 else c.is header = false;
In Figure 3.8, we provide two examples to show the impact of cell span in
post-processing, where cells within green outlines are true positives produced by
a particular classifier, orange outlines are false negatives, and red outlines are
false positives. In the table shown in Figure 3.8(a), the last row is the true table
header. With a 0.7 threshold, considering span in post-processing will claim all
the cells in the last row as headers, while without span none of the cells will be
declared as headers. Therefore, span is better in this example. In Figure 3.8(b),
the first row is the true table header, but the classifier mistakenly predicts some
of the cells in the second row as headers. In this case, if we consider span, then
all the cells in the second row will be identified as header cells, and this will hurt
precision. On the other hand, without considering span, all the false positives
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(a) Benefit of considering cell span.
(b) Drawback of considering cell span.
Figure 3.8: Impact of cell span in post-processing.
will be identified as non-header cells. Overall, it is hard to argue whether it is
better to use span or not. We have studied the impact of threshold and span
in our experiments (see Section 3.8.3).
Once each row/column has been declared as a header or non-header in
post-processing, the header cells can be identified accordingly. We declare as
header cells only those that belong to header rows/columns labeled as such by
post-processing (see Algorithm 3.2).
3.6 Training Data and Classifiers
3.6.1 Training Data Collection
In order to build a comprehensive training set, we randomly choose approxi-
mately 100 tables from each table group (see Section 3.4 for details on table
grouping), and manually label all header rows/columns therein. Labeling is to
some extent subjective. Nevertheless, for the vast majority of tables, careful
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Table 3.4: Notation for table groups.
Label Category Label Category
C15 CH∧RH∧CS∧RS C8 CH∧¬RH∧¬CS∧¬RS
C14 CH∧RH∧CS∧¬RS C7 ¬CH∧RH∧CS∧RS
C13 CH∧RH∧¬CS∧RS C4 ¬CH∧RH∧¬CS∧¬RS
C12 CH∧RH∧¬CS∧¬RS C3 ¬CH∧¬RH∧CS∧RS
C11 CH∧¬RH∧CS∧RS C2 ¬CH∧¬RH∧CS∧¬RS
C10 CH∧¬RH∧CS∧¬RS C1 ¬CH∧¬RH∧¬CS∧RS
C9 CH∧¬RH∧¬CS∧RS C0 ¬CH∧¬RH∧¬CS∧¬RS
reasoning can help us distinguish whether a particular table contains a real
row/column header or whether it is a crosstab (in which case we tag both rows
and columns as headers). Contextual information from the article contain-
ing the table also helps in correctly identifying header cells. Overall, we are
fairly confident about the quality of our labeling for the majority of tables in
our training set, given that it is fairly straightforward for humans to deduce
the attribute type of a particular, homogeneous row/column, and consequently
identify whether a header cell for that row/column exists. Of course there are
also cases that are unclassifiable from a row/column perspective. For example,
complex tables where some cells of a particular row/column are header cells,
and some are not. Given the rarity of such tables, we simply discard them from
the training set.
Table 3.5 shows the statistics on training data in each group. Notice that
we assign a short name to each table group for ease of presentation, as shown
in Table 3.4. We discard two of the categories with a small number of tables,
¬CH∧RH∧¬CS∧RS and ¬CH∧RH∧CS∧¬RS.
In total, we have 1,435 tables containing 161,553 cells, 25,948 rows and
9,997 columns. The table also shows the number and ratio of header instances
(cell/row/column) in each group. The fraction of header cells and header rows
are comparable in most groups, while the fraction of header columns is a little
lower in some groups. This is because column headers are only popular in some
specific groups, such as C2, C4 and C14, but rare in other groups. To some
extent, this also validates our grouping method (i.e., increasing the homogeneity
within each group). We also observe that in most cases, there is less than one
header cell for every ten data cells. This is consistent with the fact that in the
majority of tables only a small portion of cells are headers and the fact that
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CHAPTER 3. SCHEMA EXTRACTION FOR WEB TABLES
most Web tables are fairly small in size.
3.6.2 Classifiers
There are many classification approaches, and among them, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT) are the two most popular ones [80].
In this work, we use them as the underlying approaches for building classifiers.
SVM
The main insight of SVM is to construct a set of hyperplanes for separating the
instances into different classes. But sometimes the instances are not linearly
separable in the original space. Then kernel functions are usually involved to
map the original space into a much higher dimensional space. We tried several
SVM alternatives to solve our header identification problem, namely linear
SVM and three non-linear variants, whose kernel functions are polynomial,
Gaussian radial basis and sigmoid, respectively. We chose the Gaussian radial
basis function since it performed best. Let Fi and Fj be the feature vector for
cell ci and cj. The kernel function can be formulated as follows:
k(Fi,Fj) = exp(−γ ‖ Fi − Fj ‖2),
where γ is set to 1
dim(F) , and dim(·) is the dimension of the vector space.
We build SVM classifiers using the in-built library from LIBSVM [16].
Decision Tree
Decision tree classification is to construct a flow-chart-like structure based on
the labeled training data. Within this structure, each internal node represents
a test on one feature, and each branch denotes the outcome of a test. The leaf
node is the class label.
In this work, we use J48 (C4.5 algorithm) implemented in Weka [42] to build
our decision trees, where normalized information gain is used as the splitting
criteria, and pruning techniques are applied to avoid overfitting to the training
data.
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3.7 Schema Construction
Once the header rows/columns for a Web table are identified, constructing the
schema and transforming the raw Web table to the relational database can be
done in a straightforward way.
We devise the following heuristics to construct the schema.
3.7.1 Rows/Columns are Headers
We take the case of row headers as an example to illustrate the schema extrac-
tion process. The case of column headers is similar.
It is trivial when only the first row is identified as the header. Then each
cell in the header row acts as the column name for the other cells in the same
column. For example, the schema of the table in Figure 3.3(a) is <Player,
Position, Round, Pick>.
If the header consists of several rows, we then classify those header rows
into two classes: one is common header, the other is group header. A header
row is a group header iff. it contains only one cell and this cell spans all the
columns. For instance, consider the table shown in Figure 3.6. Row Film,
Television and Music video are group headers, while Year, Title,
Role is a common header.
The group header actually shows the category information. Hence, one
additional column ‘Category’ will be created for group headers. Consider the
table in Figure 3.6 again. All the data rows followed by Film belong to the
film category, and have value “Film” in the new created ‘Category’ column.
When several consecutive rows are common headers, the attribute name
for a column is constructed by concatenating the corresponding header cells in
that column with “/”. Consider the table shown in Figure 3.5(b) where the
first two rows are common headers, the attribute name for the third column is
‘Regular Season/GP’.
When a common header appears in the middle of a table, we compare it
against the schema built from the other header rows (typically from the first
or first several rows) to see if it is a header replica. A replicated header can
be simply discarded, as it does not affect the current schema. However, more
processes are needed for the opposite: a new table should be created for the
remaining data rows since they follow a new schema. Consider the table in
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Figure 3.6, the last row follows a new schema <Year, Title, Artist>
which is different from <Year, Title, Role>, hence a new table with the
new schema should be created accordingly.
3.7.2 Both Rows and Columns are Headers
When both rows and columns are identified as headers, this will result in
crosstabs. Special attention should be paid on crosstabs.
We represent the crosstab as a set of triples, where each data value is a
triple. The identified header cells are primary keys for this triple-style ta-
ble. For instance, one such triple for the table in Figure 1.3 is <ABC, 8:00,
Wipeout>, and the header cells ABC and 8:00 are primary keys. However,
in most cases the column names for these triples are not available in the Web
table. Here, existing annotation/labeling techniques are adopted to derive the
column names [67, 73, 52].
Once the column name is extracted, the data type of each column can be
determined by the type frequency of the data cells in that column. For the cell
which spans multiple rows/columns, we split it into a set of finest grids, each
with the value in the original cell. In doing so, we have successfully transformed
all the Web tables into a relational form.
3.8 Experimental Evaluation
We run experiments using the collection of 814,917 tables extracted from the
Wikipedia page corpus. All experiments were run on a CentOS Linux with four
Intel Xeon 2.6GHz E5-2670 CPUs and 128GB of memory.
In this section, we would like to evaluate the performance of each classifica-
tion variant in identifying header cells. In summary, we have the following four
dimensions.
Different feature sets. In total we have 21 cell/row/column features. We tried
three different feature sets to study the impact of features.
• Basic. Three features: Row location, Column location and <th> tag.
• Basic+Span. Five features: all the features in Basic, together with
Row span and Column span.
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• All. All the 21 features.
Different table corpus.
• Single. One single classifier for the whole table corpus.
• Single+TG. Table grouping features are used as extra features (four
binary features for SVM and one categorical feature for decision tree) to
build one single classifier for the whole corpus.
• Separate. Separate classifier is built for each table group.
Different feature granularity.
• Holistic. Row/Column-based classification.
• Two-phase. Cell-based classification.
Classical classification approaches.
• SVM. Support Vector Machine approach.
• DT. Decision tree approach.
A header identification process is defined by choosing one option from each
of the above four dimensions.
We perform 10 rounds of 3-fold cross validation over a set of training data
and report the average precision, recall and F -measure across all rounds. Let
th/fh be the number of true/false header cells and fd the number of false data








F-measure = 2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall
We compute precision, recall and F -measure over cells rather than rows/columns.
Since data cells dominate header cells, ‘accuracy’ (i.e., th+td
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Figure 3.9: Our most basic method vs. two rule-based approaches.
3.8.1 Baselines
We would like to compare the rule-based methods used by prior works with
our machine learning approaches. One rule-based method, called FirstRow,
simply declares the first row of each table as a header. Another simple, rule
based method, called TH, claims all the cells with <th> as headers. We
construct a most basic classifier, which builds a single classifier using the basic
row/column features (i.e., Basic + Single + Holistic). We use them as our
baseline for further testing. The results are shown in Figure 3.9, where SVM
and DT are the results of our most basic machine learning method.
FirstRow has very good precision (above 80%), this is because in the ma-
jority of tables the first few rows are headers. But more inspection reveals
that the precision of FirstRow is quite low (only 26.7%) for tables in group
¬CH∧RH∧¬CS∧¬RS. The reason is that the first column rather than the first
row is a table header for many tables therein. The low recall of FirstRow can
be explained by the existence of hierarchical headers that are comprised by the
first few rows of the table (as in Figures 3.5(b) and 3.6) and crosstabs.
In contrast to FirstRow, the precision of TH is poor. This follows from our
observation that the <th> tag is often used for formatting purposes rather than
for declaring header cells. But at the same time the recall of TH is the best,
which shows that authors tend to use the <th> tag for the majority of true
headers as well. A detailed check shows that for tables without syntactic column
and row headers the recall of TH is below 15%, as expected. This shows why
rule based techniques cannot be trusted for identifying table headers across
all tables in the corpus. Also note that the header identified by TH is not
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Figure 3.10: Impact of features, with a Single classifier using Holistic features.
consistent.
Compared with the two rule-based methods, our most basic machine learn-
ing method achieves almost the best precision (similar with FirstRow), recall
(similar with TH), and F -measure. The performance of SVM and decision tree
are similar. This indicates that feature-based machine learning is a powerful
tool for header identification.
3.8.2 Effect of Features
To study the effect of features on header identification, we tried all the three dif-
ferent feature sets on each particular classifier. Here, we build a single classifier
using the row/column features. Figure 3.10 shows the results. Compared with
Basic, Basic+Span achieves a higher recall without hurting precision (about 1%
decrease), and a slightly better F -measure. In addition, with more features,
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the ‘All’ classifier outperforms the two basic ones on both SVM and decision
tree. This shows that using more features would not hurt the performance
of the classifier, and using all the extracted features helps improve precision,
recall and F -measure significantly. The main trend in other classifier variants
is similar. Note that for this specific classifier, we use row/column features,
where most of them are aggregate features. Such aggregate features are not as
informative as cell features. Actually, the benefit of more features on two-phase
classification is more significant. We will use All as the default feature set in
subsequent experiments.
3.8.3 Effectiveness of Post-Processing
Impact of Threshold and Span in Post-Processing
In the Two-phase classification, post processing algorithms accept a threshold
on the percentage of row/column cells that need to be predicted as headers in or-
der for the whole row/column to be declared as a header. Intuitively, when this
threshold is too low, post-processing methods will declare more rows/columns
as headers, resulting in more false positives and fewer false negatives and thus
improved recall and worse precision than without post processing. The converse
holds for larger thresholds.
Figure 3.11 shows the precision, recall and F -measure of SVM for table
group ¬CH∧¬RH∧CS∧RS, with threshold varying from 0.5 to 0.9. The cor-
responding classifier is Separate + Two-phase using All feature set. In the
figure, w/o PP shows the results without post-processing, PP performs post-
processing without considering cell span, and PPS considers cell spans. Results
in the other 13 groups are very similar. The best compromise for both preci-
sion and recall is a threshold equal to 0.7. The figure shows that PP and PPS
produce similar precision, recall and F -measure, which means that considering
span or not in post-processing does not make a difference. We use a threshold of
0.7 and do not consider span for the rest of the experiments on post-processing.
Effect of Post-processing
Table 3.6 shows precision, recall and F -measure before and after post-processing
for all the SVM variants. Table 3.7 shows the same for all the decision tree
variants. Again, the corresponding classifier is Separate + Two-phase using All
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Figure 3.11: Impact of threshold in post-processing.
Table 3.6: Effect of post-processing, SVM (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
Basic
w/o PP 91.20 84.26 87.59
PP 93.47 82.71 87.76
Difference 2.27 -1.55 0.17
Basic+Span
w/o PP 91.81 83.74 87.59
PP 94.22 82.24 87.82
Difference 2.41 -1.50 0.23
All
w/o PP 94.83 88.30 91.45
PP 96.16 86.33 90.98
Difference 1.33 -1.97 -0.47
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Table 3.7: Effect of post-processing, DT (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
Basic
w/o PP 90.25 87.72 88.97
PP 92.62 86.37 89.39
Difference 2.37 -1.35 0.42
Basic+Span
w/o PP 91.00 88.08 89.51
PP 93.97 86.97 90.34
Difference 2.97 -1.11 0.83
All
w/o PP 95.76 94.74 95.25
PP 97.42 94.43 95.90
Difference 1.66 -0.31 0.65
feature set. Consistent with previous observations, post-processing improves
precision in all the cases. We can also see that the recall after post-processing
is a little worse, but the difference is very small on SVM (about 2%), and even
smaller on decision tree (only 0.31%). The results show that we can actually
identify consistent table headers and at the same time improve precision without
hurting recall much. Overall, we can see that post processing does not hurt F -
measure in most cases (except the case of All on SVM), and together with
decision tree it produces both high precision and recall.
3.8.4 Single vs. Separate Classification
We tried Single, Single+TG and Separate for both holistic classification and
two-phase classification. The results of Holistic and Two-phase on the whole
corpus are shown in Table 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.
Notice that across all the cases, the precision of Single is better than Sep-
arate, but Separate has better recall. The reasons are as follows. Tables in
the whole corpus are heterogeneous in presenting header cells, so some features
are relevant to some specific type of tables but not so relevant to other tables
(e.g., feature “Row location” = 0 is more relevant to regular tables, but not for
tables where columns are the true headers). As a result, in building a single
classifier, different tables may give conflicting evidences on the same feature,
some are positive while some are negative. Hence, the prediction of a single
classifier is somehow conservative: making less predictions with high precision.
The case of separate classifier is the opposite. By building individual classifiers
for each table group, Separate is able to identify the set of features that are
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Table 3.8: Single vs. Separate on Holistic (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
SVM
Single 96.23 82.47 88.82
Single+TG 95.97 84.28 89.74
Separate 92.40 84.72 88.40
DT
Single 93.21 90.74 91.96
Single+TG 92.40 91.59 92.00
Separate 91.61 91.34 91.48
Table 3.9: Single vs. Separate on Two-phase (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
SVM
Single 97.56 80.15 88.00
Single+TG 96.68 84.36 90.10
Separate 96.16 86.33 90.98
DT
Single 97.88 90.07 93.81
Single+TG 97.25 94.20 95.70
Separate 97.42 94.43 95.90
more relevant to that specific group, thus it makes more predictions with a
slightly reduced precision. Overall, Separate is comparable with (on Holistic)
or better than (on Two-phase) Single.
Observe that Separate improves Two-phase more than Holistic (more im-
provement on recall and less decrease on precision). This is mainly attributed
to the cell features used by Two-phase, which provide more useful information
than row/column features.
The improved results of Single+TG validate the effectiveness of our table
grouping scheme. Moreover, Single+TG produces the best F -measure on Holis-
tic. The reason is that Holistic makes use of row/column features which are
less informative, hence the extra table grouping features bring more benefit. In
contrast, the performance of Single+TG falls between Single and Separate on
Two-phase.
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Figure 3.12: Single vs. Separate, Two-phase, DT.
Detailed comparisons between Single and Separate on Two-phase in each
individual table group are shown in Figure 3.12. The underlying classification
approach is decision tree. We can see that for Separate, the decrease in precision
is minor across all the groups, while the improvement on recall is much more
evident in many groups. Overall, Separate is better than Single in terms of
F -measure in almost all of the fourteen groups.
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Table 3.10: Holistic vs. Two-phase on Single (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
SVM
Holistic 96.23 82.47 88.82
Two-phase 97.56 80.15 88.00
Difference 1.33 -2.32 -0.82
DT
Holistic 93.21 90.74 91.96
Two-phase 97.88 90.07 93.81
Difference 4.67 -0.67 1.85
Table 3.11: Holistic vs. Two-phase on Separate (%).
Precision Recall F-measure
SVM
Holistic 92.40 84.72 88.40
Two-phase 96.16 86.33 90.98
Difference 3.76 1.61 2.58
DT
Holistic 91.61 91.34 91.48
Two-phase 97.42 94.43 95.90
Difference 5.81 3.09 4.42
3.8.5 Holistic vs. Two-phase Classification
We compared Holistic and Two-phase on both Single and Separate, the results
are shown in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 respectively.
Although Two-phase uses more informative features than Holistic, their
overall performance is comparable on Single variant. More specifically, Two-
phase improves precision with a sightly reduced recall. The main reason is
that building a single classifier buries the rich information provided by cell
features. In contrast to Single, the improvement of Two-phase over Holistic
is more evident, with both higher precision and recall. Such improvement is
mainly attributed to the rich information in cell features.
The detailed results of Two-phase in each table group are shown in Figure
3.13, and decision tree is used as the underlying classifier. Consistent with
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Figure 3.13: Holistic vs. Two-phase, Separate, DT.
the observations on overall performance, the performance of Two-phase in each
table group is better than or at least comparable with Holistic.
Note that even with our best machine learning variant, the result is not
perfect (i.e., 100% precision and recall). This is mainly attributed to the high
diversity in table headers. To further improve the accuracy of header identifi-
cation, human intelligence such as crowdsourcing, can be involved to check the
tables whose precision/recall is low.
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3.9 Summary
In this chapter we present a series of machine learning approaches for discover-
ing table headers in Web tables. Previous work on header identification has con-
centrated mainly on regular tables, with well defined structure (no row/column
span, no crosstabs, etc.). However, based on our observation, there is a large
fraction of tables with more complex structure, which require more effort to
handle. The techniques we develop based on feature engineering for classifiers
turn out to do a good job of header identification across the whole range of
tables.




Approach to Matching Web Tables
4.1 Overview
With the techniques introduced in Chapter 3, we are able to extract the schemata
for the raw Web tables, and transform them into relational format. The next
problem we would like to tackle is to integrate the knowledge in each sepa-
rate Web table. An essential problem of Web data integration is to discover
semantic correspondences between Web table columns, and schema matching
is a popular means to determine the semantic correspondences. Conventional
schema matching techniques [8, 64] mainly rely on value similarity and schema
similarity to determine whether a semantic correspondence exists between two
columns. However, they are not always effective for Web table matching due
to the value incompleteness and semantic heterogeneity in Web tables.
• The incompleteness in Web tables arises from the fact that Web tables
typically contain only a limited amount of information, since a Web table
is usually extracted from a single Web page. Hence, given two Web tables,
even if two columns from these Web tables model the same real-world
concept (i.e., there is a semantic correspondence between them), it can
happen quite often that they may contain only a few values in common
or they may be completely disjoint.
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• Column names in Web tables could be fairly heterogeneous in semantics.
On one hand, two columns with the same name could carry different
semantics. On the other hand, columns with different names may express
exactly the same semantics.
To address the limitations of conventional schema matching techniques, we
propose a concept-based approach that maps each column of a Web table to the
best concept, in a well-developed knowledge base, that represents it. Columns
that are mapped to the same concept are then matched with each other (i.e.,
there is a semantic correspondence between them). With the assistance of
knowledge base, we can detect semantic correspondences even between columns
that may not share any values in common. Moreover, schema information is
not required when mapping table columns to concepts in knowledge base.
Nevertheless, the existence of some inherently “difficult” matches challenges
most pure machine-based approaches. But, these difficult tasks are quite effort-
less for human beings.
In this chapter, we develop a hybrid machine-crowdsourcing approach that
leverages human intelligence to discern the concepts for “difficult” columns.
Our system assigns the most “beneficial” column-to-concept matching tasks to
the crowd under a given budget and utilizes the crowdsourcing result to help
our algorithm infer the best matches for the rest of the columns.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to exploit crowdsourcing
for Web table schema matching and also the first to adopt a hybrid machine-
crowdsourcing based approach for a general solution to the matching problem.
We summarize our contributions below.
• We propose a hybrid machine-crowdsourcing framework as a general so-
lution for the Web table schema matching problem.
• We present a concept-based schema matching approach that first maps
each column to a concept in a catalog, and then matches pairs of columns
based on whether they belong to the same concept.
• We propose a utility function and effective algorithms to select the best
k columns for crowdsourcing.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two real datasets. The results show
that, with a fairly small amount of crowdsourcing cost, our hybrid frame-
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Title Directed By Language
Les Misérables
Life of PI A. Lee
T. Hooper EN
EN
Inception C. Nolan EN
Title Written By Language
Les Misérables
Life of PI Y. Martel
V. Hugo French
English
Harry Potter J. K. Rowling English
Movie Director Written By
Up
Avatar J. Cameron
P. Docter P. Docter
J. Cameron





Lincoln D. H. Donald
Table T1: Table T2:
Table T3 Table T4
Top Rated Movies Highest Weekend Box Office
Best SellersTop Rated Storybooks
Figure 4.1: Web table examples: table T1 and T2 are about movies, while T3
and T4 are about books.
work outperforms existing Web table annotation approaches [52, 73] and
conventional schema matching techniques.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. We state the
problem of Web table matching and present the architecture of the machine-
crowdsourcing hybrid framework in Section 4.2. We introduce the utility func-
tion for crowdsourcing column selection in Section 4.3, and design effective
column selection and concept determination algorithms in Sections 4.4 and 4.5
respectively. We present the experimental studies in Section 4.6, and finally
summarize the work in this chapter in Section 4.7.
4.2 Hybrid Machine-Crowdsourcing Framework
In this section, we first formally introduce the fundamental definitions, and then
illustrate the architecture of our machine-crowdsourcing hybrid framework.
4.2.1 Definitions
A Web table corpus is a set of Web tables, denoted by T = {T1, T2, . . . , T|T |}.
We will often write T to denote the name of the Web table and the relation
that interprets it. A Web table T consists of a set of columns, denoted as
T.A = {A1, A2, . . . , A|T.A|}, where Ai is used to denote the name of the column
(if available) or to symbolically refer to that column. Naturally, in any Web
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Life of PI, Inception, …
Book/Title
Life of PI, Lincoln, …
……
Concepts
Figure 4.2: An example of concept catalog.
table column T.Ai, there is a set of values associated with T.Ai, which is given
by the projection of T on attribute Ai. Figure 4.1 shows four examples of Web
tables, where each cell with a gray background contains a column name, and
each cell with a white background contains a value.
Table Match. Like prior work on schema matching [8, 64], we say that there
is a semantic correspondence (or simply, correspondence) between two columns
A and A′ across two tables T and, respectively, T ′, if T.A and T ′.A′ are se-
mantically related. We call the set of such column correspondences for Web
tables a table match. In other words, a table match between two Web tables
T1 and T2, denoted as MT1,T2 , is a set of all pairs of columns between T1 and
T2 such that for every pair (Ai, Aj) ∈ MT1,T2 (Ai ∈ T1 and Aj ∈ T2), there
is a correspondence between Ai and Aj. In Figure 4.1, there are two corre-
spondences inMT1,T2 : (T1.Title, T2.Movie) and (T1.DirectedBy, T2.Director).
The other table match MT3,T4 consists of the correspondences { (T3.Title,
T4.Book), (T3.WrittenBy, T4.Author)}.
Concept Catalog. We exploit the availability of a concept catalog which is a
triple 〈C, I,R〉. Here C is a set of concepts, I denotes a set of instances, where
each instance may belong to one or more concepts, and R is a set of binary
relations that captures the set of relationships between concepts. We use the
notation I(C) to denote the set of all instances from I that belong to the
concept C. The set of concepts form a directed acyclic graph, where concepts
are the nodes of the graph, and there exists an edge from a concept Ci to Cj
if I(Cj) ⊆ I(Ci). Pairs of instances can also be related through relationships
between the concepts they belong to.
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Table 4.1: Table of notations.
Ai a column in the Web table corpus
Cj a concept in the concept catalog
G column concept graph
eij a match between column Ai and concept Cj
Aq a set of columns selected for crowdsourcing
Eq crowdsourcing result for Aq
C∗(Ai) the best concept for column Ai
D(Ai) the difficulty of column Ai
Inf(Ai | Eq) the influence of Eq on column Ai
U(Aq|Eq) the utility of Aq given Eq
E[U(Aq)] the expected utility of Aq
In this work, even though we use Freebase as the concept catalog, other
catalogs could also be used in place of Freebase. Figure 4.2 shows an example
of a concept catalog where the node in the graph represents a concept, and
each node is associated with a set of instances. Note that the solid arrow
between two concepts represents a “whole-part” relationship. For example, the
arrows from concept Film to its children concepts represent that Film consists
of Film/Title and Film/Director. In the figure, we only attach the instances
to leaf concept nodes (on the right). The instances of an intermediate concept
node are obtained by including all the instances of its leaf concepts. The red
dotted lines indicate the relations in R. For example, R1 is the “Directed By”
relation that contains pairs of instances from two concepts, Film/Title and
Film/Director.
For ease of presentation, we summarize the notations (some only introduced
later) we use in this chapter in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 System Architecture
Our hybrid machine-crowdsourcing framework is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Our
framework differs from traditional schema matching techniques in two key as-
pects: we exploit a concept catalog to determine column correspondences and
we leverage the wisdom of the crowd to improve the matching quality.
Our framework takes as input a Web table corpus and a concept catalog. A
number of auxiliary indices are constructed over the Web tables and the concept
catalog to improve efficiency, and table matches are determined through the
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Figure 4.3: Hybrid machine-crowdsourcing system architecture.
Title Directed By Language
Les Misérables
Life of PI A. Lee
T. Hooper EN
EN
Inception C. Nolan EN
T1
Which Concepts the column is most likely refer to?
Film/Title
Book/Title
None of the Above
Top Rated Movies
Figure 4.4: A crowdsourcing microtask interface.
following two phases.
Phase I: Concept Determination. This phase is to leverage the crowd-
sourcing to map each Web table column to the concept to which the column
refers in the catalog. Since it is infeasible to ask the crowd to solve matching
problems for all the columns, the central component in this phase is the Column
Selector module, which selects the most beneficial columns for crowdsourcing
given a budget limit (further details in Sections 4.3 and 4.4). For the selected
columns, the HIT Generator will create a series of questions accordingly for
the crowd. An example of the type of questions asked is shown in Figure 4.4,
where a concept is represented as a path from the root to the concept itself
in the concept graph. After this, given the answers returned by the crowd,
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Column Concept Determination component will determine the best concept for
each column by aggregating information from both the machine and the crowd
(Section 4.5).
In the Column Selector component, the Web tables are first fed into the
Candidate Concept Generation module to generate candidate concepts for each
column, and a Column Concept Graph is derived to maintain such associations
(Section 4.3.1). After this, a utility function, which quantifies the usefulness
of columns, is used to determine the columns that will be most beneficial for
crowdsourcing. Specifically, given a column, the utility function takes into con-
sideration two factors. The first factor is the difficulty for machine to determine
the concept for the column, which is computed by Column Difficulty Estimator
(Section 4.3.2). The second factor is the degree of influence of the column, if
verified by the crowd, on inferring the concepts of other columns. To compute
this factor, the Column Relationship Generation module analyzes the influence
relationship between columns. After this, based on the derived relationship,
the Column Influence Estimator estimates the extent to which the knowledge
of the right concept of the column will help infer the concepts of other columns
(Section 4.3.3).
Phase II: Table Match Generation. In this phase, we consider all pairs of
columns from the Web table corpus. For every such pair of columns that are
assigned to the same concept, we create a semantic correspondence between the
two columns. This phase is straightforward, and thus we shall focus on Phase
I hereafter.
Algorithm 4.1 outlines the pseudo-code of the two-phase framework, where
Lines 1-5 and Line 6 illustrate the procedures in Phase I and phase II respec-
tively.
Algorithm 4.1: FindTableMatches (T , 〈C, I,R〉, k)
1 A ← The attributes of all tables in T ;
2 G← GenerateCandidateConcepts(A, C, I) ;
3 Aq ← SelectColumns(G, 〈C, I,R〉, k) ;
4 Crowd’s answers Eq ← Crowdsourcing(Aq) ;
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4.3 Column Utility
In our framework, a machine based similarity function is first applied to find
the candidate concepts for each column. Then we would like to select the
most useful columns for crowdsourcing under a given budget. On one hand, we
prefer columns which are difficult for machines to determine their concepts. On
the other hand, we favor the columns, if verified by the crowd, whose results
would have greater influence on inferring the concepts of other columns. In this
section, we will first present the machine technique to generate the candidate
concepts in Section 4.3.1, then study the column difficulty and influence in
Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 respectively, and finally present a utility function
which captures the usefulness of columns by considering both difficulty and
influence.
4.3.1 Candidate Concept Generation
Machine-based techniques for matching Web table columns to concepts in a
catalog typically employ similarity functions. A similarity function takes the
values of column A and a concept C as inputs, and outputs the likelihood that
A and C are related. If the likelihood is positive, then we say that C is a
candidate concept for column A.
Matching Likelihood. We employ a straightforward similarity function to
measure the likelihood of matching a table column to a concept in the catalog.
More specifically, let eij = 〈Ai, Cj〉 be a possible match between column Ai and




where Ai.V denote the set of values in column Ai, and I(Cj) the set of instances
attached to concept Cj in the catalog. Note that the above matching likelihood
can also be measured by any reasonable similarity function, such as the so-
phisticated techniques proposed in [52, 73] and functions that support fuzzy
matching [29]. The focus of this work is on effectively exploiting the power
of crowdsourcing to improve the matching results, so we do not look deep into
these sophisticated techniques in this work. We demonstrate in our experiments
(see Section 4.6.4) that, in cooperation with crowdsourcing, even this simple
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Figure 4.5: An example of column concept graph.
method can significantly outperform the sophisticated techniques [52, 73].
Column Concept Graph. For ease of presentation, we represent the matches
between table columns and their candidate concepts as a bipartite graph G(A∪
C, E), where A is the set of columns in T , and C the set of concepts in the
catalog. A match eij = 〈Ai, Cj〉 is represented as an edge between Ai and
Cj with the matching likelihood w(eij) computed via Equation (4.1) as weight.
The set of all edges of A is denoted by E(A). With a slight abuse of notation, we
will use eij = 〈Ai, Cj〉 to refer to either a match between column Ai and concept
Cj, or an edge in column concept graph, depending on the context. Figure 4.5
shows an example of column concept graph for the Web tables in Figure 4.1.
For simplicity, we only present five columns and six candidate concepts, where
every edge is labeled with its corresponding matching likelihood. For example,
column A1 is associated with candidate concepts C1, C2, and C3, represented
as edges e11, e12, and e13, respectively.
4.3.2 Modeling the Difficulty of a Column
We would like to identify table columns that are difficult for machine-based
methods to find the correct concepts. Intuitively, given a column A, it is difficult
for a machine to determine the best concept if its candidate concepts are not
so distinguishable. In other words, all the candidate concepts have similar
matching likelihoods. In contrast, if there is a clear “winner” (i.e., a concept
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Column Buckets Sorted by Entropies
Pure Crowdsourcing
Pure Machine
Figure 4.6: The effect of entropy on performance.
whose matching likelihood is much higher than the others) among the candidate
concepts, then it is easier for an algorithm to make the decision, i.e., to find
the best concept for column A.
With the above observation in mind, we model the difficulty of a column as
the amount of entropy in its matching likelihoods with the candidate concepts.
The reason we choose entropy is that it has the following properties: if a distri-
bution is skewed (e.g., one concept has much higher matching likelihood than
the others), its entropy is low; if it is close to a uniform distribution, its entropy










where the matching likelihood w(e) is computed via Equation (4.1), and Z =∑
e∈E(A)w(e) is used for normalization.
We use WWT dataset (See Section 4.6.1 for details) to examine the effec-
tiveness of our column difficulty model. More specifically, we sort the columns
in the ascending order of their entropies, and divide them into equal-size buck-
ets. Each bucket contains 50 columns, and so the i-th bucket consists of columns
ranging from 50i to 50(i+1). We then apply machine algorithm (Equation 4.1)
and pure crowdsourcing scheme to the columns in each bucket. For machine
algorithm, we choose the concept with the highest matching likelihood as its
answer. For crowdsourcing, we publish each matching task to 3 workers and
get the answer via majority-voting. Once the answers are obtained, accuracy
is computed for each bucket by a comparison with ground truth. Figure 4.6
shows the results, where x-axis represents the bucket number. We can see that
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Figure 4.7: Intra-table influence.
the accuracy of pure crowdsourcing scheme remains relatively stable while the
accuracy of pure machine method decreases significantly as entropy increases.
This clearly validates that our proposed model can effectively capture the diffi-
culty of a column, and crowdsourcing is much more accurate than machine on
difficult columns.
Example 4.1. Consider column A3 and A4 in Figure 4.5. According to Equa-
tion (4.2), column A3 is more difficult than column A4, since their difficulties
are D(A3) = 0.99 and D(A4) = 0.85, respectively. This is true in reality. As all
the values in column A3 could refer to both film titles and book titles (with sim-
ilar matching likelihood), it is quite difficult for a machine algorithm to choose
the correct concept. For column A4, although “T. Hooper” directs both film and
television programs, the machine algorithm is still able to get the correct concept
from “A. Lee” and “C. Nolan” since they are film directors only (the likelihood
of Film/Director is greater than that of TV/Director).
4.3.3 Modeling the Column Influence
The knowledge of the column-to-concept matches for some columns can help
us infer the concepts for the other columns. To model the column influence, we
consider two types of influence relationships: intra-table influence and inter-
table influence. In what follows, we discuss each influence relationship sepa-
rately. For ease of presentation, we shall first describe the influence model for
one single column, and then introduce the aggregated influence for a column
set.
Intra-Table Influence. Intuitively, the columns in a table are usually coher-
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ent in semantics and tend to be highly correlated. For instance, if we know
that the column T1.Title in Figure 4.7 matches with concept Film/Title, we
can conjecture that the likelihood that the intra-table column T1.Directed By
matches with Film/Director is higher than that with other candidate concepts,
such as TV/Director.
We formalize our intuition as follows. Let eq = 〈Aq, Cq〉 denote the crowd-
sourcing result where column Aq is known to match with concept Cq. Consider
another candidate match eij = 〈Ai, Cj〉. If Ai and Aq are in the same table,
we estimate the influence of eq on eij, denoted by P (eij | eq), as the relatedness
between concepts Cq and Cj. Consider the example in Figure 4.7. We can
estimate the influence of crowdsourcing result e12 on e45, P (e45 | e12) as the
relatedness between C2 and C5.
A straightforward method to compute concept relatedness is to set P (eij |
eq) = 1 if there is a relation from Cq to Cj in the catalog; otherwise P (eij |
eq) = 0. A drawback of this method is that it does not consider the rel-
ative “strength” of different relations between concepts. For example, con-
sider concepts Film/Director and Language/HumanLanguage. Suppose the
former concept only has a connecting concept Film/Title while the latter has
more relations that respectively connect to concepts Film/Title, Movie/Title
and TV/Title. Intuitively, Film/Director should have larger influence on
Film/Title, compared with Language/HumanLanguage. In other words, a ti-
tle column is more likely to be Film/Title given that the same table contains
Film/Director while having Language/HumanLanguage column is not sufficient
to infer the domain of the title column. Hence, the straightforward method fails
to differentiate Film/Director and Language/HumanLanguage in this case.
To address this problem, we further consider pairs of instances that partic-
ipate in the relations. Let 〈Cq, Cj〉 be the set of value pairs that participate
in the relation from Cq to Cj in the concept catalog, and 〈Aq, Ai〉 be the set
of value pairs in column Aq and Ai. We denote all the candidate concepts of
column Ai as C(Ai). We estimate intra-table influence as below:
P (eij | eq) = |〈C
q, Cj〉 ∩ 〈Aq, Ai〉|∑
Cm∈C(Ai) |〈Cq, Cm〉 ∩ 〈Aq, Ai〉|
(4.3)
Using this method, in the above example, Film/Director would have larger
influence on Film/Title than Language/HumanLanguage.
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Figure 4.8: Inter-table influence.
Inter-Table Influence. The basic idea of inter-table influence is that similar
columns are more likely to match to the same concept. For example, if we know
that T2.Movie is similar to T1.Title, then whenever one of them is determined
to match to concept Film/Title, the other column would have more likelihood
to be inferred to match to the same concept.
Formally, consider a known match eq = 〈Aq, Cq〉 and a candidate match
eiq = 〈Ai, Cq〉 between column Ai and the same concept Cq. We measure the
influence of eq on eiq, denoted by P (eiq | eq), as the relatedness between column
Ai and A
q. For instance, as shown in Figure 4.8, we can compute the influence
of crowdsourcing result e12 on the candidate match e22, i.e. P (e22 | e12), as the
relatedness between column A1 and A2.
A simple way to compute column relatedness is to rely on similarity between
column values or column names, as traditional schema matching does [8, 64].
However, such method is rather limited due to the value incompleteness and
semantic heterogeneity in Web tables.
Here we adopt a concept-based method to measure the column relatedness.
More specifically, for each column Ai, we generate a concept vector, denoted
as
−→
C (Ai). Each dimension in
−→
C (Ai) represents a concept in the catalog (e.g.,
Cj), and the weight of this dimension is the matching likelihood computed by
Equation (4.1) (e.g., w(eij)). The relatedness between Ai and A
q is computed
as the cosine similarity of their concept vectors:







Figure 4.8 shows an example. The concept vectors for column A1, A2, and
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A3 are depicted in the left part of the figure. Clearly, the concept vector of A1
is more similar to that of A2, compared with A3. Therefore, the influence of
e12 on e22 is larger than e32.
One may argue that we can also use the concept-based relatedness to directly
generate column correspondences. We have studied this in our experiments (See
Section 4.6.5).
Aggregated Influence. We are now ready to discuss the influence of a column
set. Let Aq denote the set of columns that are selected for crowdsourcing, and
let Eq denote the matches returned by the crowd for columns in Aq. In other
words, an item in Eq represents the match between a column and its concept
returned by the crowd.
Here we assume that the influences of matches in Eq on a candidate match
are independent with each other. We use P (eij | Eq) to represent the influence
of Eq on eij, which can be interpreted as the probability that the candidate
match eij is influenced by at least one match in E
q. We can first compute the
probability of the complementary event, i.e., eij cannot be influenced by any
match in Eq. Then, the influence of a column set, P (eij | Eq) is computed as:




1− P (eij | eq)
)
(4.5)
where P (eij | eq) is either intra- or inter-table influence. In this way, all the
possible influences on a particular candidate match are aggregated.
Example 4.2. Consider the column concept graph in Figure 4.5. Suppose
column A2 and A4 are selected for crowdsourcing and the returned result is
Eq = {e22, e45}. Next we examine the influence of the returned matches on
candidate matches, say e12. i) influence of e45: As shown in Figure 4.7, there is
a relation (R1) between C2 and C5, so e45 has intra-table influence on candidate
match e12, P (e12 | e45). ii) influence of e22: As shown in Figure 4.8, the concept
vectors of column A1 and A2 are similar. Hence, e22 has inter-table influence
on e12, P (e12 | e22). Last, according to Equation (4.5), the influence of Eq is:
P (e12 | Eq) = 1−
(
1− P (e12 | e45)
) · (1− P (e12 | e22)).
We are now ready to describe the influence of the crowdsourcing result Eq on
a column Ai, denoted as Inf(Ai | Eq). Similar with the above, we say a column
is influenced by Eq if at least one of its candidate matches are influenced by
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Eq. With the independence assumption, Inf(Ai | Eq) is computed as:




1− P (eij | Eq)
)
(4.6)
Utility of the crowdsourcing columns Aq given result Eq. Next we
would like to propose a utility function to measure the benefit of columns.
As mentioned earlier, our utility function considers both column difficulty and
the influence on other columns. Simple but not trivial, let’s first consider the
case where the crowdsourcing results are already known. We use U(Aq|Eq) to
denote the utility of Aq, given that the crowd returns Eq as the answer. We
first examine the influence of Eq on other columns, i.e., Inf(Ai | Eq) where
Ai ∈ A. Note that Inf(Ai | Eq) = 1 if Ai ∈ Aq. Otherwise, Inf(Ai | Eq) can be
computed using Equation (4.6). Also, we consider the difficulty of each column,




D(Ai) · Inf(Ai | Eq) (4.7)
4.4 Utility-Based Column Selection
In this section, we first introduce the concept of expected utility for a set of
columns in Section 4.4.1, and then in Section 4.4.2 we develop an efficient
approximate algorithm to select the most useful columns for crowdsourcing
under a given budget.
4.4.1 Expected Utility of Columns
The utility function introduced in Section 4.3 assumes that the crowdsourcing
result is known. However, in the phase of column selection, such information
is not available. Here we introduce the expected utility, and use it to measure
the utility of a set of columns when their crowdsourcing results are not given.
Formally, let E(Aq) be the answer space of Aq. More specifically, E(Aq) =
E(A1)× E(A2)× . . .× E(Ak), where Ai ∈ Aq and E(Ai) is the set of candidate
matches of Ai. Each element E
q ∈ E(Aq) represents a possible result of Aq.
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Inf(Ai | Eq) · P (Eq) (4.8)
where U(Aq|Eq) is the utility defined in Equation (4.7), and P (Eq) is the
probability that the crowd returns Eq as the answer.
Next we explain how to compute P (Eq). Let eq be the match returned by
the crowd for column Aq. By assuming that the crowd’s answer on one column is
independent of the answer on another column, we have P (Eq) =
∏
P (eq | Aq),
where P (eq | Aq) is the probability that the crowd returns eq as the answer
for column Aq. Without any prior knowledge, we use uniform distribution to
estimate P (eq | Aq). Suppose column Aq has n candidate concepts, then each
of them is returned as the answer with probability 1
n
.
Example 4.3. Take Figure 4.5 as an example. We will use column set Aq =
{A1, A5} to show the computation of expected utility. By enumerating all the
possible matches, there are six possible crowdsourcing answers in the whole
answer space, i.e., Eq1 = {e11, e54}, Eq2 = {e12, e54}, Eq3 = {e13, e54}, Eq4 =
{e11, e56}, Eq5 = {e12, e56} and Eq6 = {e13, e56}. All the answers have equal
probability, i.e., P (Eqi ) = 1/6 where i = 1 . . . 6. Last, the expected utility can be
easily obtained based on Equation (4.8).
For ease of presentation, we use Inf(Ai | Aq) to denote the expected influence
of Aq on Ai. The formula is:
Inf(Ai | Aq) =
∑
Eq∈E(Aq)
Inf(Ai | Eq) · P (Eq) (4.9)




D(Ai) · Inf(Ai | Aq) (4.10)
where the expected utility is represented as the weighted summation of the
expected influence, and the weight is column difficulty.
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4.4.2 Algorithm for Column Selection
Our problem of crowdsourcing column selection, which we define next, is based
on the expected utility.
Definition 4.1 (k Column Selection Problem). Given a column concept graph
G, a concept catalog 〈C, I,R〉, and a budget k, the column selection problem is
to find a subset of columns Aq ⊆ A such that |Aq| ≤ k and the expected utility
in Equation (4.10) is maximized.
Next we show that the k column selection problem is NP-hard.
Theorem 4.1. The k column selection problem is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove that the k column selection problem is NP-hard by a reduction
from the k Maximum Coverage (KMC) problem, which is known to be NP-hard.
Recall that an instance of the KMC problem (E,S, k) consists of a universe
of items E = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, a collection of subsets of the universe E, i.e.,
S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} where each Si ∈ S satisfies Si ⊆ E, and a number k. The
optimization objective is to select k subsets from S, denoted by S ′, such that
the number of covered items |⋃S∈S′ S| is maximized.
An instance of our k column selection problem consists of a column concept
graph G, a concept catalog 〈C, I,R〉, and a number k. The optimization ob-
jective is to select k columns from G such that the expected utility, according
to Equation (4.10), is maximized.
The reduction from KMC to our problem. We show next that for any in-
stance (E,S, k) of KMC, we can create a corresponding instance of our problem
in polynomial time.
• We translate the set of elements E in KMC problem into the set of
columns {A1, A2, . . . , An} in our column concept graph G. Each column
Ai is associated to exactly two candidate concepts Ci and C
′
i, and the
matching likelihood of both edges (i.e., eii = 〈Ai, Ci〉 and e′ii = 〈Ai, C ′i〉)
is 0.5.
• Given an element sj ∈ E, if sj ∈ Si, we add a relation from concept Ci




j. Hence R consists
of the set of all relations constructed in this way. By using the simple
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method of calculating concept relatedness based on the relations in R, it
is immediate that the relatedness between Ci and Cj and that between
C ′i and C
′
j is 1 if sj ∈ Si, and 0 otherwise. Thus, the intra-table influence
Inf(Aj | Ai) calculates to 1 if sj ∈ Si. Each set Si in the KMC problem
corresponds to the column Ai, and the set of elements covered by Si
corresponds to the set of columns influenced by Ai.
• We translate the number k in KMC into k in our problem.
The equivalence of the optimization objectives. We now show that the
optimization objectives of the two problems are equivalent.
• Based on our construction introduced above, in column concept graph G,
distinct columns do not share common concepts. Hence, the inter-table
influence is 0, according to Equation (4.4). So here we only consider intra-
table influence. The expected utility Inf(Aj | Ai) = 1, if there exists a





• Based on Equation (4.1), the difficulty of each column Ai is a constant,




The expected utility in Equation (4.10) therefore becomes log 1
2
·∑ Inf(Ai|Aq),
where Inf(Ai|Aq) = 1 if Ai is influenced by at least one column in Aq, and
Inf(Ai|Aq) = 0 otherwise. Our problem is to find the k columns, denoted as
Aq, that maximize the number of influenced columns, which is equivalent to
finding the k sets that maximize the number of covered elements.
Next, we give an example to illustrate our reduction.
Example 4.4. Suppose an instance of KMC consists of the following inputs:
E = {s1, s2, s3}, S1 = {s2, s3}, S2 = {s3}, and k. Based on this instance, we
can create an instance of our problem, as shown in Figure 4.9. Specifically, we
generate a column set {A1, A2, A3} from E, and each column Ai is associated
with two candidate concepts. We then generate relation set R. For example,
since item s2 belongs to S1, two relations are created; one is from C1 to C2, and
the other is from C ′1 to C
′
2. In this way, the set of columns influenced by A1 is
{A2, A3}, which is exactly the set of columns covered by S1.
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Figure 4.9: An instance of our k column selection problem.
Although the discussion above shows that finding the “best” k columns
for crowdsourcing is intractable in general, we notice that the expected utility
possesses two good properties, namely monotonicity and submodularity. These
properties enable us to develop an approximation algorithm which greedily
determines the columns that maximize the expected utility. The approximation
ratio is 1− 1/e, where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
In order to prove the aforementioned two properties, we first provide a
formula to compute the delta expected influence of a column Aq, i.e., the increase
in expected influence when adding Aq to the crowdsourcing column set Aq,
denoted by 4Inf = Inf(Ai | Aq ∪ {Aq})− Inf(Ai | Aq).
Lemma 4.1. The delta expected influence 4Inf = Inf(Ai | Aq∪{Aq})−Inf(Ai |
Aq) can be computed as
4Inf = Inf(Ai | Aq) ·
(
1− Inf(Ai | Aq)
)
(4.11)
Proof. Based on the definition of Inf(Ai|Aq) in Section 4.4.1, we must have




eq∈E(Aq) Inf(Ai | Eq ∪ {eq}) · P (Eq ∪ {eq}).
Then, from Equation (4.5) and (4.6), we know that Inf(Ai | Eq ∪ {eq}) =
1−(1− Inf(Ai | Eq))(1− Inf(Ai | eq)). Since we also know that P (Eq∪{eq}) =
P (Eq)P (eq), we can prove that Inf(Ai|Aq ∪ {Aq}) = Inf(Ai|Aq) + Inf(Ai |
Aq) · (1 − Inf(Ai | Aq)). Then, we can easily obtain that 4Inf = Inf(Ai|Aq) ·(
1− Inf(Ai|Aq)
)
. Thus, we prove the lemma.
Now, we are ready to prove the monotonicity and submodularity of the
expected utility, which is shown as follows.
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Algorithm 4.2: SelectColumns (G, 〈C, I,R〉, k)
1 for each column A in A do
2 Compute difficulty D(A) using G;
3 Compute influence Inf(Aj | A) for each Aj ∈ A ;
4 Aq ← ∅ ;
5 for i = 1 to k do
6 for each column A in A−Aq do
7 4U˜(A)← ComputeDeltaUtility(A,A,Aq) ;
8 A∗ = arg maxA∈A−Aq
{4U˜(A)} ;
9 Aq ← Aq ∪ {A∗} ;
10 Update utility for ∀A ∈ A using the new Aq ;
11 return Aq ;
Lemma 4.2. The expected utility, as defined in Equation (4.10), is monotone
and submodular with respect to Aq.
Proof. Since linear combination of monotone and submodular functions is also
monotone and submodular, we only need to show that the termD(Ai) · Inf(Ai | Aq)
is monotone and submodular.
We first prove the monotonicity. That is, given two sets of crowdsourcing
columns Aq1 ⊆ Aq2, we must have Inf(Ai | Aq1) ≤ Inf(Ai | Aq2). Consider each
possible crowdsourcing result Eq1 ∈ E(Aq1). We can find a collection of edge sets,
each of which, Eq2 , is a superset of E
q
1 , i.e., E = {Eq2 | Eq2 ⊇ Eq1 , Eq2 ∈ E(Aq2)}.
From Equation (4.5) and (4.6), we know the influence satisfies Inf(Ai | Eq2) ≥





prove the monotonicity Inf(Ai | Aq1) ≤ Inf(Ai | Aq2). Hence, D(Ai) · Inf(Ai | Aq)
is also monotone.
Next, we prove the submodularity property. That is, given two sets of
columns Aq1 ⊆ Aq2 and a column Aq, we must have Inf(Ai | Aq1∪{Aq})− Inf(Ai |
Aq1) ≥ Inf(Ai | Aq2 ∪ {Aq}) − Inf(Ai | Aq2). According to Lemma 4.1, we
have the following equation Inf(Ai | Aq ∪ {Aq}) − Inf(Ai | Aq) = Inf(Ai |
Aq) · (1− Inf(Ai | Aq)). Then, due to the proved monotonicity of Inf(Ai | Aq),
we have Inf(Ai | Aq1) ≤ Inf(Ai | Aq2). Submodularity is proved.
Based on Lemma 4.2, we develop a greedy-based approximation algorithm
to find the k best crowdsourcing columns.
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Algorithm 4.3: ComputeDeltaUtility (A,A,Aq)
1 4U˜(A)← 0 ;
2 for each column A′ in A−Aq do
3 4Inf = Inf(A′ | Aq ∪ {A})− Inf(A′ | Aq) ;
4 4U˜(A)←4U˜(A) +D(A′) · 4Inf ;
5 return 4U˜(A) ;
Greedy-based approximation algorithm. The pseudo-code of our greedy-
based algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.2. For each column A ∈ A, the
algorithm computes its difficulty D(A), and its influence on column Aj ∈ A,
i.e., Inf(Aj | A).
Next, the algorithm initializes an empty set to hold the selected columns
Aq. It then iteratively selects the next best column by computing the delta
expected utility for each column, i.e., the increment in expected utility when
selecting this column. In each iteration, given the current Aq, the algorithm
examines every column A ∈ A−Aq, and computes the delta expected utility of
adding A to Aq, which is denoted by 4U˜(A). Then, the algorithm selects the
column A∗ with the maximum4U˜(A) and inserts it to the set of crowdsourcing
columns. Finally, the algorithm updates the expected utility of each column
based on the new Aq, and continues to the next iteration.
One important step in Algorithm 4.2 is to compute the delta expected util-
ity 4U˜(A) and the procedure is described in Algorithm 4.3. According to
Equation (4.10), the function examines each column A′ ∈ A − Aq and com-
putes the delta expected influence 4Inf = Inf(A′ | Aq ∪ {A}) − Inf(A′ | Aq).
Based on Equation (4.11), the value 4Inf is computed incrementally as 4Inf =
Inf(A′ | A) · (1− Inf(A′ | Aq)). Thus, we can materialize the expected influence
Inf(A′ | Aq) for each column A′ ∈ A−Aq. When examining column A, we only
need to compute Inf(A′ | A) on-the-fly, and then compute the delta expected
influence incrementally.
Propositon 4.1. The greedy-based algorithm described in Algorithm 4.2 achieves
an approximation ratio of 1− 1/e, where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Proof. Given the monotone and submodular properties of the expected utility
as proved in Lemma 4.2, the approximation ratio of the greedy algorithm is
1− 1/e as shown in [58].
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4.5 Concept Determination
Once the crowdsourcing result is obtained, we can then proceed to determine
the best concept for each column. Formally, given the crowdsourcing result Eq
of the set of columns Aq and a column Ai, we wish to find the candidate match
eij ∈ E(Ai) with the maximum probability P (eij) as the concept for column Ai,
where P (eij) denotes the probability that the match eij = 〈Ai, Cj〉 is correct.
To compute the probability P (eij), we consider two sources of evidences.
One evidence, denoted as θM, comes from the machine. We utilize the match-
ing likelihood w(eij) in Equation (4.1) to show the belief of machine on the
correctness of eij. The other evidence, denoted as θq comes from the influence
of the crowdsourcing result Eq. When considering this evidence, we employ
P (eij | Eq) in Equation (4.5) to capture the confidence that eij is inferred to
be correct given Eq. Finally, we combine these two evidences as follows.
P (eij) = P (eij | θM) · P (θM) + P (eij | θq) · P (θq)
= w(eij) · P (θM) + P (eij | Eq) · P (θq) (4.12)
where P (θM) and P (θq) are prior probabilities which represent our belief on ma-
chine and the crowdsourcing influence, respectively. For simplicity, we denote
P (θM) as α and P (θq) as (1−α). The value of α is determined by experiments.
Algorithm 4.4 presents the pseudo-code which determines the best concept
for each column. The algorithm takes the set of columns A and the result of
the crowdsourcing columns Eq as input. It examines each column A ∈ A and
determines the best concept for it. There are two cases. If A ∈ Aq, i.e., A has
been selected for crowdsourcing, its concept is the one returned by the crowd.
Otherwise, we use P (e) = αw(e) + (1−α)P (e | Eq) to compute the probability
for each candidate match e ∈ E(A). Finally, the algorithm finds the match
with maximum P (e) (ties are broken arbitrarily) and takes the corresponding
concept as the matched concept of column A.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our approach to Web table
matching. We first examine the accuracy of column-to-concept matches pro-
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Algorithm 4.4: DetermineConcepts (A, Eq))
1 for each column A in A do
2 if A ∈ Aq then Insert 〈A,C〉 into r∗ ;
3 else
4 for each candidate edge e ∈ E(A) do
5 Compute w(e) via Equation (4.1) ;
6 Compute P (e | Eq) via Equation (4.5) ;
7 P (e)← α · w(e) + (1− α) · P (e | Eq) ;
8 Insert column A and the concept of the edge with maximum P (e)
into r∗ ;
9 return r∗ /* Column-concept pairs */;
Table 4.2: Statistics of Web table datasets.
Dataset # tables # columns # labeled columns
WWT 607 1,166 1,166
WIKI 92,618 189,072 161
duced by our hybrid machine-crowdsourcing approach. Then, we compare our
hybrid approach with existing Web table annotation techniques. Finally, we
evaluate our concept-based approach on Web table matching, and compare it
against conventional schema matching techniques.
4.6.1 Experimental Setup
Web table datasets. We conduct extensive experiments on two real-world
Web table datasets, WWT and WIKI, to evaluate the effectiveness of our
work. Table 4.2 shows the statistics of these two datasets.
• WWT [52]: We randomly select 607 Web tables from WWT and man-
ually label string columns with Freebase concepts as the ground truth.
The number of the considered columns is 1,166.
• WIKI [57]: WIKI is the Web table corpus we extracted from Wikipedia
in Chapter 3. We select the tables which contain at least two string
columns and five rows. This results in a number of 92, 618 tables con-
taining 189, 072 string columns. Due to its big size, it is not feasible to
manually label all the columns with Freebase concepts. We therefore
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Figure 4.10: Value overlap of matched column pairs.
randomly select 161 columns and label them with Freebase concepts as
the ground truth.
Concept catalog. We use Freebase [38] as our concept catalog. Freebase
has 22,985,650 instances over 6,852 different concepts and 6,826 relations. For
example, the concept “Film/Title” has 146,147 instances, including “Titanic”,
“Inception”, etc.
Crowdsourcing on AMT. We use Amazon Mechanical Turk1 (AMT) as the
platform for crowdsourcing. We generate the human-intelligence tasks (HITs)
and publish the HITs on AMT. We take 20 microtasks as one HIT, where each
microtask contains a table column and its candidate concepts. To assist workers
in understanding the column, we provide the entire Web table as the context
(see Figure 4.4 as an example). We pay $0.2 each time a worker completes
an HIT and $0.005 to AMT for publishing each HIT. We employ the multi-
assignment strategy by assigning each HIT to 3 workers and combining their
answers via majority voting. In addition, we use qualification test to filter out
the workers who are not qualified to perform our HITs.
1https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Figure 4.11: The coverage of Freebase over column values.
4.6.2 Value Incompleteness and Freebase Coverage
Validation of Value Incompleteness
We would like to validate our claim on value incompleteness in Web tables.
We first derive the correct column matches based on the ground truth. More
specifically, two columns are matched if they refer to the same concept in our
ground truth. We then measure the value overlap between each pair of matched
columns as the Jaccard similarity between their values. Figure 4.10 shows the
results on both WWT dataset and WIKI dataset. We can see that more than
90% of the matched columns do not share many values (with value overlap
below 0.1). This is true on both datasets. This validates our claim on value
incompleteness: it is quite often that the matched columns have a few values
in common or they may be completely disjoint.
Freebase Coverage
Next, we will examine the instance coverage of Freebase. Given a column Ai
and its ground-truth concept Cj in Freebase, we compute the percentage of
Ai’s values that are covered by the instance set of Cj. As shown in Figure 4.11,
82% (66%) of the columns on the WWT (WIKI) dataset have more than 50%
of values that are covered by their ground-truth concepts. This indicates that
Freebase covers most of the values in Web tables. As such, it can be employed
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Table 4.3: Evaluation on crowdsourcing-based method (WWT).
Metric # asg. = 1 # asg. = 2 # asg. = 3
Accuracy 68% 70% 77%
Cost $12 $24 $36
for Web table matching.
4.6.3 Hybrid Machine-Crowdsourcing Method
In this set of experiments, we examine our hybrid machine crowdsourcing
method for generating column-to-concept matches. We use accuracy as the
evaluation metric. For each column, we compare the concept produced by one
method against the ground truth, and compute accuracy as the percentage of
the correct column-to-concept matches with respect to all columns. Since we
have ground truth for all columns on WWT, we use this dataset to compare
our strategies against alternatives in each component of our hybrid method.
Machine-Based vs. Crowdsourcing-Based Method
We first evaluate the pure machine-based method. For each column, this
method computes the matching likelihood w(eij) using Equation (4.1), and se-
lects the concept with the maximum likelihood. The experimental result shows
that the method achieves 54% on accuracy. With a close check, we find that
there exist many columns (31%) whose ground-truth concepts are not ranked
as top-1 (i.e., with maximum likelihood). We also observe that 60% of columns
have multiple concepts (including the ground-truth concept) with the maxi-
mum likelihood. This is consistent with our conjecture that some matches are
inherently difficult for machine algorithms.
Next, we evaluate the pure crowdsourcing-based method by generating HITs
for all the 1,166 columns. We assign the same microtask to different workers
(varying the number of workers from 1 to 3) and choose the result via ma-
jority voting. The accuracy of crowdsourcing is shown in Table 4.3. The re-
sults show that the crowdsourcing-based method significantly outperforms the
machine-based methods. Even if we assign each microtask to only one worker,
crowdsourcing still outperforms the machine-based method by 14% in accuracy.
The experimental results confirm our claim that human can produce more reli-
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Figure 4.12: Effect of α.
able column-to-concept matching results. However, in the crowdsourcing-based
method, the higher the accuracy we want to achieve, the more money we have
to pay. For instance, to improve the accuracy from 68% to 77%, we need to pay
additional $24 to publish more microtasks on AMT. Clearly, we need to com-
bine the machine-based and crowdsourcing-based methods to produce accurate
column-to-concept matches while lowering the cost.
Evaluation on Hybrid Machine-Crowdsourcing Concept Determina-
tion
To evaluate our concept determination method proposed in Section 4.5, we first
randomly select x% of columns for crowdsourcing and obtain the concepts pro-
duced by the crowd. Next, we utilize Algorithm 4.4 to determine the concepts
for the other columns. Finally, we compute the accuracy as follows. We pick
the columns with ground truth excluding the crowdsourcing ones, and compute
the percentage of columns whose concepts are correctly determined. We use
the same accuracy metric in Section 4.6.4. We run the experiment three times
to obtain different sets of columns for crowdsourcing, and compute the average
accuracy.
We first empirically learn the prior probabilities of the machine (α in Sec-
tion 4.5) and crowdsourcing influence (1− α). The priors are used to reconcile
the machine-generated likelihood w(e) and the influence of the crowdsourcing
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Figure 4.13: Effect of influence.
result P (e | Eq). We vary α from 0 to 1 and examine the accuracy of our
algorithm with different budgets (i.e., the fraction of columns for crowdsourc-
ing). As shown in Figure 4.12, depending only on either crowdsourcing influence
(α = 0) or the machine-generated likelihood (α = 1) cannot achieve satisfactory
accuracy. In contrast, reconciling the machine result and the crowdsourcing in-
fluence (0 < α < 1) produces much better accuracy. We also observe that
α = 0.8 achieves the best accuracy in different budgets. Thus, we set 0.8 as the
default value of α in the rest of the experiments.
Next, we study the effectiveness of our column influence model (Section 4.3.3).
Our model, denoted as InfConceptSim, not only considers intra-table influence,
but also uses concept-based relatedness to compute inter-table influence. We
compare it against the following two baselines.
• NoInf does not consider column influence at all. Specifically, it employs
the crowdsourcing result for the x% of columns, and the results generated
by pure machine-based method for the remaining columns.
• InfHeaderSim also considers intra-table influence, but it utilizes the Jac-
card similarity on the token sets of column headers to compute inter-table
influence.
As illustrated in Figure 4.13, our model InfConceptSim outperforms the two
baselines at every budget. Compared to NoInf, we can see that using crowd-
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Figure 4.14: Effect of column selection.
sourcing results to infer the concepts of other columns can improve the accu-
racy by 12% on average (across different budgets). In addition, InfConceptSim
achieves much higher accuracy than InfHeaderSim which depends on header
similarity for modeling influence. The low accuracy of InfHeaderSim is at-
tributed to the high heterogeneity in column headers: columns with similar
headers can refer to different concepts (false positives); columns corresponding
to the same concept may have dissimilar headers (false negatives).
We also observe that, given larger crowdsourcing budgets, our influence
model can obtain higher accuracy. This meets our expectation, since the more
crowdsourcing columns, the more reliable column-to-concept matches that we
can use to infer other matches. In contrast, NoInf remains nearly unchanged
when increasing the number of crowdsourcing columns, because it can not take
advantage of crowdsourcing. In addition, we notice that InfHeaderSim does not
follow a certain trend with increasing crowdsourcing budgets. This is because
InfHeaderSim influences other columns simply based on the header similarity.
However, the influences are not always reliable due to the heterogeneity in Web
table headers.
Evaluation on Column Selection
We evaluate our utility function on selecting crowdsourcing columns. This func-
tion, denoted as Utility, quantifies the usefulness of a column by considering
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both its difficulty and influence on other columns, and we employ Algorithm 4.2
to select the best columns that maximize the expected utility. We compare
Utility against the following two baselines.
• Method Difficulty considers only column difficulties. It selects the
most difficult columns for crowdsourcing.
• Method Inf considers only column influence. It selects the columns which
have the largest influence.
Figure 4.14 summarizes the results. Our column selection approach Utility
achieves the best accuracy in all the cases except 2% budget (23 out of 1,166
columns for crowdsourcing). When the number of crowdsourcing columns is
small, their influence on inferring the concepts of other columns is limited.
Therefore, all three column selection alternatives produce comparable accu-
racies. With increasing budget, the improvement of Utility over the other
two alternatives becomes more notable. The strength of Utility is mainly
attributed to the combination of both column difficulty and influence in our
utility function. In contrast, Difficulty and Inf only consider either dif-
ficulty or influence. Difficulty selects columns which are difficult for the
machine. The selected columns, however, may not be helpful on inferring other
column-to-concept matches. Similarly, the columns selected by Inf have large
influence on other columns, which may be easy for the machine to determine
their concepts and hence are not ideal for crowdsourcing.
Scalability Test
We next estimate the possible crowdsourcing cost when applying our hybrid
approach to the large-scale Web table corpus, i.e., how much we need to pay
for achieving a specified accuracy. Initially, we would like to do the scalability
test on WIKI dataset. However, it is not feasible for us to manually label all
the 189,072 columns therein. Instead, we do the experiment on WWT dataset,
which is much smaller (only 1,166 columns), and we use the statistics on WWT
to estimate the possible cost on large-scale dataset.
Figure 4.15 shows the results onWWT dataset. Specifically, we try different
data sizes by varying the number of columns in WWT from 20% to 100%, and
for each scale we report the cost that we spend on crowdsourcing to satisfy a
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Figure 4.15: Scalability of our hybrid approach on WWT dataset.
required accuracy. As shown in Figure 4.15, our approach scales well (linearly)
with respect to the data size.
By applying the linear trend to WIKI which has 189,072 columns, we esti-
mate that, to achieve accuracy of 60%, 65% and 70% on WIKI, the crowdsourc-
ing cost are about $200, $340 and $500, respectively. Such cost is affordable
in real applications. One may argue that the matching tasks may vary a lot
across datasets, in terms of difficulty, influence etc. Nevertheless, given that all
the tables in WWT are also extracted from Wikipedia pages [52], we believe
that it is representative to WIKI dataset.
4.6.4 Comparison with Table Annotation Techniques
We compare our hybrid concept determination method HybridMC with two
recently proposed table annotation techniques [52, 73], which also discern con-
cepts for table columns.
• Annotate1 [52] devises a collective graphical model to annotate table
columns with concepts in a knowledge base. It considers not only the
similarities between column headers and concept names, but also the
matching degree between column values and concept instances.
• Annotate2 [73] utilizes more sophisticated scoring schemes based on the
maximum likelihood hypothesis to annotate columns with concepts.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of concept determination with table annotation tech-
niques.
WWT data set WIKI data set
Method Accuracy Method Accuracy
HybridMC 75.0% HybridMC 54.0%
Annotate1 58.7% Annotate1 35.4%
Annotate2 52.1% Annotate2 32.3%
Note that we have implemented the above two methods and used them
to annotate columns with Freebase concepts. In particular, on the WIKI
dataset, we first run one method to determine concepts for all the 189,072
columns, and then compute accuracy based on the 161 columns with manually
labeled ground-truth concepts (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.4 presents the result on the two datasets, which shows that our pro-
posed method achieves better accuracy than the annotation techniques. For
the WWT dataset, our method improves the accuracy by 16.3% and 22.9%
against Annotate1 and Annotate2 respectively. Similarly, we achieve about
20% improvement on the WIKI dataset. This is because the machine-based
annotation techniques cannot effectively produce good results on some inher-
ently difficult matching tasks. Further, the improvement in accuracy could
be achieved without incurring a high cost. Specifically, HybridMC only pub-
lishes 116 (10%) columns costing $3.69 for the WWT dataset, and 190 (0.1%)
columns costing $6.15 for the WIKI dataset respectively. This confirms the
feasibility of using our method in the real-world Web table matching applica-
tions for improving their column-to-concept matches. Note that the accuracy
on WIKI dataset is much lower than that on WWT dataset. The reason is
that the number of columns selected for crowdsourcing from WIKI dataset is
much less than WWT dataset, while the total number of columns in WIKI
dataset is much larger.
4.6.5 Evaluation on Table Matching
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our hybrid approach on discover-
ing column correspondences. Given the ground truth, we compute the precision
as the number of correct correspondences over the number of returned ones. We
compute the recall as the number of correct correspondences over the number
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Figure 4.16: Evaluation of column correspondences on WWT and WIKI
dataset.
of all correspondences in the ground truth. Finally, we compute the F-measure
as 2 · Precision·Recall
Precision+Recall
.
Comparison with Conventional Schema Matching Techniques
Our hybrid approach HybridMC generates a correspondence when the two columns
refer to the same concept. We shall now compare our approach with the fol-
lowing two conventional schema matching methods.
• HeaderSim employs schema-level information by computing Jaccard sim-
ilarity between column headers, and it produces a correspondence if the
similarity exceeds a threshold. We tune the threshold such that HeaderSim
achieves the best F-measure.
• InstanceSim makes use of the instance-level information and it produces
a correspondence if the two columns share common values.
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As shown in Figure 4.16, HybridMC outperforms the conventional tech-
niques by a wide margin on F-Measure. As analyzed in Section 4.6.3, the
weak performance of HeaderSim is due to the heterogeneity in column headers.
InstanceSim performs poorly on recall due to the fact that the semantically
related columns may quite often share very few common values or even be
completely disjoint. The bad recall on WIKI dataset is attributed to the same
reason discussed before. In summary, the results confirm our claim that con-
ventional schema matching techniques are inadequate for matching columns in
Web tables.
Comparison with Concept-based Relatedness
As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, one may argue that we can also use concept-
based relatedness to directly generate column correspondences. We denote this
method as ConceptSim and compare it with our hybrid approach HybridMC.
Table 4.5 shows the results. On average, our proposed approach HybridMC
significantly outperforms ConceptSim on F-Measure by 34.4% (across datasets).
The results validate the rational of our approach: we do not treat high concept-
based relatedness between two columns as “hard evidences” that the two columns
are semantically related. Instead, we use such relatedness as a useful factor on
inferring the concept of a column.
4.7 Summary
We have described a hybrid machine-crowdsourcing framework to effectively
discover the schema matches for Web tables. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first hybrid machine-crowdsourcing system for tackling the Web
table matching problem. Unlike traditional schema matching techniques, the
machine part of our framework leverages a concept-based approach. Due to the
inherent semantic heterogeneity in Web tables, pure machine algorithms cannot
always work well. To this end, we harness the power of human intelligence as the
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crowdsourcing part of our framework to further improve the matching quality.
As a first attempt towards the development of a hybrid machine-crowdsourcing
system, we have proposed an effective utility function to measure the bene-
fit of crowdsourcing columns. Our experiments on two real-world Web table
datasets reveal that our hybrid machine-crowdsourcing framework is promising;
even with a first-cut model of the utility function, our hybrid system already
provides a much higher accuracy, compared to existing methods, with a low
crowdsourcing cost.
The work in this chapter has been accepted and will appear in the 30th
IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE 2014) [33].
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Probabilistic Tagging and Querying of
Web Tables
5.1 Overview
With the techniques introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we have success-
fully extracted the schemata for the numerous tables on the Web, and discov-
ered the semantic matches between table columns. With the discovered schema
information and semantic matches, Web tables can be easily integrated.
Most traditional data integration techniques [71, 24, 41, 40] create a medi-
ated schema which hides the complexity and heterogeneity in source schemas
from end users. The end user then issues queries on the mediated schema.
As discussed before, this approach tends to be unsuitable for Web tables, be-
cause the resulting mediated schema is quite huge and difficult to query by
ordinary users. As such, a more flexible and user-oriented query interface is
required. This interface should allow users to use any attribute name they like
in their queries, rather than following the hard rules defined in a schema. Note
that some relaxed querying schemes over relational databases, such as keyword
query [3, 4, 43, 83, 50, 62, 84], may alleviate this problem by hiding the complex
schema from users. But to some extent, such relaxation is limited in expressive
power. For example, it confines users from issuing range queries over numeric
attributes. Consequently, we restrict our attention to structured queries in this
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work.
The problem we would like to tackle in this chapter is how to improve the
usability of integrated Web tables for ordinary users. In view of this, we borrow
the idea of tagging from the multimedia domain [1, 2]. More specifically, each
table column is treated as an object (similar with the image and video in the
multimedia domain), and the attribute name is a tag of that column which is
labeled by the table author. Our work is to infer more semantically relevant
tags for each column (similarly, for each value in the column) based on the
schema matches we discovered in Chapter 4. With the enriched tags, we also
build a query system which enables users to effectively query the large Web
table corpus.
We summarize our contributions in this chapter, listed below.
• We propose the concept of probabilistic tagging to represent the associa-
tions between columns/values and tags.
• We present an effective semantic similarity function to measure the se-
mantic relevance between a pair of tags. Based on this, we are able to
automatically infer more tags for each value in the table.
• We propose an efficient dynamic instantiation approach to associate the
tags in a user’s query to the data values in each record, during query
processing time.
• A complete and extensive experimental study is conducted to validate our
approach.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, we present
an overview for the whole system and provide a usage scenario to show the
challenges and benefits of our work. Section 5.3 presents a detailed definition
of our problem, including probabilistic tagging, query semantics and dynamic
instantiation. We provide the methodology in tag inference and top-k query
processing in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, respectively. This is followed by
Section 5.6, where we validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
We finally summarize the work in this chapter in Section 5.7.
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Figure 5.2: Tag similarity.
5.2 System Overview and Usage Scenario
5.2.1 System Overview
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our whole system. The raw Web tables we
extracted from the Web are first fed into the Schema Extraction component
(introduced in Chapter 3), where the table schemata are identified, and sub-
sequently the raw Web tables are transformed into the relational form. The
Schema Matching component (introduced in Chapter 4) then takes the collec-
tion of relational Web tables as input, and maps the table columns to concepts
in a concept catalog with the help of crowdsourcing. The focus of this chap-
ter is the third component — Query Processing, where we aim to provide a
convenient query interface for ordinary users.
5.2.2 Usage Scenario
Before looking into the specific techniques in probabilistic tagging and query
processing, we first look at an example to see several characteristics of our
query interface. As shown in Figure 5.1, the attributes in Web tables might
be heterogeneous in semantics. For example, in Figure 5.1(a), the table author
chooses attribute make to describe the car manufacturer information, while the
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Figure 5.3: Probabilistic tagged data.
author of (b) uses manufacturer to represent the same meaning. Similarly,
the semantics of car in (b) is model but in (c) it contains the make information.
With the semantic heterogeneity in mind, we would like to find more tags
with similar semantics for each table column, so that the table values can be as-
sociated with multiple tags rather than bounded with a single attribute name as
in relational databases. Figure 5.2 illustrates the semantic similarities between
each pair of tags produced by our approach, for the three Web tables shown
in Figure 5.11. Note that the similarity score between make and manufacturer
is much higher than that of car, this is because the semantics of car in Web
tables is more ambiguous (it may represent make information in some tables
while model information in another table).
Combining the data in the three Web tables with the tag similarities in
Figure 5.2, we can easily obtain the virtual probabilistic tagged data, as shown
in Figure 5.3, where each value is associated with a list of 〈tag, probability〉
pairs. The probability indicates the semantic association strength between the
value and the corresponding tag. The generation of such semantic association
probabilities is called probabilistic tagging, and its formal definition will be given
in Section 5.3.
The end users then submit queries on the probabilistic tagged data. Ta-
ble 5.1 shows four example queries in an extended SQL format. The delimiter
1As our similarity measure is symmetric, we only show the unidirectional tag similarity
in Figure 5.2
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Table 5.1: Example of four queries issued by the end user.
QID Query Result
Q1 SELECT make@0.9 FROM CAR; T1(Ford),T2(BMW),T3(Ford),T4(Honda)
Q2 SELECT manufacturer@0.85 FROM CAR; T1(Ford),T2(BMW),T3(Ford),T4(Honda)
Q3 SELECT make@0.5 FROM CAR; T1(Ford),T2(BMW),T3(Ford),T4(Honda),
T5(BMW 525i),T6(Toyota Camry)






































Figure 5.4: Query results of our approach and probabilistic data integration.
‘@’ in the query is for users to explicitly specify their confidence over tag se-
mantics. Its formal definition is presented in Section 5.3. Here we can interpret
make@0.9 as a set of tags in Figure 5.2 which are similar to make with confi-
dence no less than 90%. The table name CAR refers to the probabilistic tagging
table in Figure 5.3. Values in the result tuples have the same order as the tags
in the SELECT clause.
From the query result in Table 5.1, we observe that (i) different users may
choose different tags to express the same semantics, such as Q1 and Q2; (ii)
explicit confidence specification gives users control over the search scope. For
instance, with lower confidence Q3 retrieves two more tuples than Q1; (iii)
schema for users’ query is dynamically determined at query time, which is
user-oriented rather than predefined. Take Q4 as an example, where a user
would like to retrieve values that are associated with car and model from
CAR. From the data perspective, for tuple T3 and T4, tag car in the query
should be aligned with car in the source table. But from the users’ perspective,
intuitively the best schema alignment for T3 and T4 should be < car,model >.
This is exactly what our system retrieves for Q4.
To further see the benefit of our approach, Figure 5.4 shows the result of Q4
over tuples T3 and T4 using our approach and probabilistic data integration
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technique in [27, 66]. Both records returned by our approach are correct and
ranked in the right order. However, the top two ranked tuples retrieved by
probabilistic integration are not correct although their score is much higher than
the correct ones. The result differs because we are dynamically determining the
semantics for user posed tags at query time. The reasons for such differences
will be explained in Section 5.3.2.
We next show the score computation for tuple T3 and T4 using approaches
from [66]. Based on the assumption in [66] that data sources are independent
of each other, we only consider the data source where T3 and T4 come from
(i.e., Figure 5.1(b)) and denote it as S. For clarity, we denote manufacturer
in S as B1, car as B2. Suppose that the attribute set in mediated schema is
{manufacturer, car, model}. We next create the probabilistic mediated
schema according to the techniques in [66]. As we know that the semantics of
manufacturer and model are quite specific and clear, while the semantics
of car is ambiguous, since it can refer to both manufacturer and model, so
there are two possible mediated schemas. One mediated schema is denoted
as M1, whose attributes are A1 = {manufacturer, car} and A2 = {model}.
The other mediated schema is M2 with attributes A3 = {manufacturer} and
A4 = {car,model}. We use p(M) to represent the probability of schema
M . According to [66], p(M1) + p(M2) = 1, and p(M1) < p(M2) because
manufacturer and car co-occur in S. Thus, p(M1) < 0.5 and p(M2) > 0.5.
Next we generate probabilistic schema mappings. As the actual semantics
of B1 is manufacturer, and B2 is model, we first discard the wrong correspon-
dences such as (B1, A2), (B2, A1), (B1, A4) and (B2, A3). Based on the tag
similarities from Figure 5.2, the attribute correspondences between S and M1
are p(B1, A1) = (1+0.52)/(1+0.52) = 1 and p(B2, A2) = 0.65/(1+0.52) = 0.43;
and correspondences between S and M2 are p(B1, A3) = 1/(1 + 0.65) = 0.61
and p(B2, A4) = (1 + 0.65)/(1 + 0.65) = 1. According to [66], we list all the
possible schema mappings as follows, each followed by the probability.
Schema mappings between S and M1 are:
m1: (B1, A1), (B2, A2) : 0.43
m2: (B1, A1) : 0.57
Schema mappings between S and M2 are:
m3: (B1, A3), (B2, A4) : 0.61
m4: (B2, A4) : 0.39
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Scores for the result tuples produced by [66] are as follows.
p(Focus 1.6A,Focus 1.6A) = (0.39 + 0.61) ∗ p(M2) = p(M2) > 0.5
p(Accord,Accord) = (0.39 + 0.61) ∗ p(M2) = p(M2) > 0.5
p(Ford,Focus 1.6A) = 0.43 ∗ p(M1) < 0.215
p(Honda,Accord) = 0.43 ∗ p(M1) < 0.215
5.3 Problem Definition
5.3.1 Probabilistic Tagging
As discussed earlier, one of our main objectives is to provide a flexible interface,
which allows users to query the underlying database with any tag they like. The
very first challenge is to discover which tags are similar in semantics. However,
this is challenging since some tags are more similar to each other in semantics
while others are not. Taking tuple T1 in Figure 5.3 as an example, it is intuitive
that the semantics of ‘Ford’ is better reflected by manufacturer than car
since the semantics of manufacturer is quite specific, while car is a relatively
more general term. Therefore, the second issue is that the semantic association
strength between a value and tag should be well quantified, as shown in Figure
5.3.
In this work, for a given value v in a Web table, we interpret its semantic
association with a tag t as the likelihood/belief that v is tagged by t.
Definition 5.1 (Probabilistic Tagging). Let T be a set of tags, for a value v
in Web Table and a tag t ∈ T , probabilistic tagging refers to the process of
associating a probability ζv,t for v and t, such that value v is tagged by tag t
with probability ζv,t.
The probability ζv,t is called the associated probability or association prob-
ability. If the semantic association between value v and tag t is stronger, then
their associated probability ζv,t will be higher and vice versa. As shown by
tuple T1 in Figure 5.3, for the value ‘Ford’, its associated probability with
its original tag make is 1.0 while its associated probability with inferred tags
manufacturer and car are 0.95 and 0.5, showing the difference in the
strength of semantic association.
We note here that unlike previous works [27, 66, 44] in data integration, the
probabilities for all tags being associated with a value v do not sum up to 1.
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This is because there is no assumption of mutual exclusion between tags at this
stage of data processing. We avoid doing so to prevent a label bias problem in
which a value v will have much lower associated probability with each tag if
it can be semantically described by many different tags. For example, a value
associated with 5 or more tags will have much lower probability than value
with 2 or less tags. Instead, we choose to introduce the assumption of mutual
exclusion during query time where the semantics of the tags are clearer.
5.3.2 Query Semantics
After discovering and quantifying the tag semantic relationships during proba-
bilistic tagging, the resulting probabilistic table is shown in Figure 5.3. In this
table, each value is associated with a 〈tag, probability〉 pair list. Query over
such probabilistic table is much more challenging than on a predefined schema.
We will now look into the query relevant issues over a probabilistically tagged
table.
Extended SQL Query
In this work we adopted a SQL like query syntax to support our tag based
queries. Specifically, we extended SQL query to allow users to express their
semantic confidence with number between 0 and 1, for each tag using the de-
limiter ‘@’. We show some examples in Table 5.1. Below is a more complex
extended SQL query.
SELECT car, year@0.9, price@0.3
FROM CAR
WHERE make@0.5 = ‘Ford’
AND price ≥ 10,000
AND price ≤ 20,000
When a user provides a tag with high confidence, it means that he is quite
sure about the semantics of the tag, and does not want our system to do much
tag inference. In contrast, if the user is unsure of the semantics and he likes to
use more tags that are similar to the queried tag, then he can provide a lower
confidence threshold. For instance, if a user would like to retrieve the contact
of a company, which might be email, telephone, or fax, he can issue a lower
confidence with tag contact, say around 0.5. However, if he wants to retrieve
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the email only, a higher confidence on tag email is better, since the user is
quite confident on the semantics of email. We assume that users query one
domain at a time, so currently we do not support join queries and we leave it
as our future work.
Definition 5.2 (Tag Expansion). Given a tag tq and its semantic confidence
δ in query q, tq@δ refers to the expanded tag set Te = {tei |i = 1, . . . , n}, where
for each tag tei ∈ Te, Semsim(tq, tei) ≥ δ. We call Te as the expanded tag set
for tq.
In the above definition, Semsim(tq, tei) is the semantic similarity between
tag tq and tei , which is formally defined by Equation 5.2 in Section 5.4. When
processing query q, tq will be expanded to a tag set Te, a set of tags that are
semantically similar to tq based on a threshold δ. All values that are originally
associated with any of the tags in Te are valid for this tag expansion condition,
and should be taken into consideration when answering the query. If no seman-
tic confidence is explicitly specified for tq, we will expand it to all our inferred
tags.
Take the queries in Table 5.1 as example, make@0.5 will be expanded
to all the tags that are similar to make in semantics inferred by our system,
which is {manufacturer,car}, but make@0.9 will only be expanded to
{manufacturer}.
Query Answering
Before explaining the semantics of query answering, we first look at the intu-
itions behind our query answering techniques. Intuitively, syntactically equiv-
alent tags in user posed queries should be instantiated with the same value, no
matter how many places it appears in the query. For example, although price
occurs three times in the example query in Section 5.3.2, once in the SELECT
clause and twice in the WHERE clause, it is obvious that all the occurrences
of price refer to exactly the same semantics, i.e., price of a car. Thus, in
the resulting record, all these three instances of price should be instantiated
with the same value. Based on this, we proposed the following Consolidation
Rule for our query answering.
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Rule 1 (Consolidation Rule). Let set Tq = {ti|i = 1, . . . , n} be the set of tags in
query q, for two tags ti, tj ∈ Tq, if ti = tj, then ti and tj should be instantiated
with the same value from the underlying record.
Consider the query in Section 5.3.2, although we know tag car and make
are similar in semantics from Figure 5.2, in this query they actually represent
different attributes because the user specifies them as different. In other words,
car and make are mutually exclusive from each other in this query, and should
be instantiated with different values in the resultant record. We proposed our
Mutual Exclusion Rule as below.
Rule 2 (Mutual Exclusion Rule). Let Tq = {ti|i = 1, . . . , n} be the set of tags
in query q, for two tags ti, tj ∈ Tq, if ti 6= tj, then ti and tj should be instantiated
with different values from the underlying record.
We have discussed the impact of our mutual exclusion rule using Q4 earlier
(in Section 5.2.2). There for T3, we argued that car in the query should be
aligned with manufacturer in the source table. Here we look at the query
in Section 5.3.2, where a user would like to retrieve the value associated with
car from a record whose value ‘Ford’ is associated with make (for simplicity,
we skipped the other constraints). Now for T3, it is more reasonable for car
in the query to be aligned with car in the source table. Comparing these two
queries, we can see that with our mutual exclusion rule, the same tag (e.g.,
car) can be aligned with different semantics in different queries even for the
same record (e.g., T3). As explained earlier, applying the mutual exclusion
rule during query answering time allows us to avoid the label bias problem.
Moreover, our mutual exclusion rule cannot be trivially introduced in previous
works [27, 66, 44] since they enforced the fact that two attributes/tags are
either semantically equivalent (associated with the same value) or not in each
possible world. As such, the problem illustrated by Figure 5.4 in Section 5.2.2
is inherent for prior works on data integration [27, 66, 44].
For a given tuple/record, we aim to find its possible best alignment to the
queried tags. As the semantics of queried tags are determined dynamically on
the fly, our query answering is referred to as Dynamic Instantiation.
Definition 5.3 (Dynamic Instantiation). Let set Tq = {ti|i = 1, . . . , n} be the
set of tags in query q, and Vr = {vj|j = 1, . . . ,m} be the set of values from a
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record r, we refer to a mapping f : Tq → Vr as the dynamic instantiation of
Vr with respect to Tq. Based on f , the instantiated score Score(r) for r with
respect to q is defined as the multiplication of associated probabilities for edges
in f , i.e., Score(r) =
∏n
i=1 ζf(ti),ti. In addition, all the following conditions
must be satisfied in f :
1. f satisfies all the value constraints in the WHERE clause.
2. f satisfies both Consolidation Rule and Mutual Exclusion Rule;
3. The associated probability for each edge in f , i.e., ζf(ti),ti, must satisfy its
corresponding tag expansion;
4. Among the mappings in which all the above three conditions hold, dynamic
instantiation refers to f whose score is maximized, i.e., f = arg maxf Score(r).
The first condition states that if tag t has value constraints in the WHERE
clause, then its mapped value f(t) should satisfy all the value constraints over t
in query q. The second condition is for us to better capture the users’ intention
as discussed earlier. The third condition is used to meet the tag semantic spec-
ifications. Finally, the last condition is to find the best possible instantiation
between tags set Tq and values set Vr, i.e., the one with maximum instantia-
tion score Score(r). Our instantiated score is defined as the multiplication of
associated probabilities in the instantiation f , that is because in our case the
associations between tag and value pairs are independent, and based on our
mutual exclusion rule, all the edges falling outside of f are invalid.
Due to the semantic heterogeneity in tags, answering a query q can result in
a large number of records with score larger than 0. In view of this, we mainly
focus on top-k query processing to find the best k answers based on our query
answering semantics.
Definition 5.4 (Top-k Query Answering). Given a query q, a user specified
positive integer k, and a set of records R = {ri|i = 1, . . . , |R|}, the problem of
top-k query answering is to retrieve a record set RS, such that RS ⊆ R, |RS|
is maximized with the condition |RS| ≤ k, and for ∀r ∈ RS and ∀r′ ∈ RS,
which is the complementary set of RS, Score(r) ≥ Score(r′).
From the above definition, it is possible that less than k results are retrieved.
We however feel that it is a worthy cost to pay for freeing users from a fixed
mediated schema and providing relaxation over the tag specifications.
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Figure 5.5: An example of matches between columns and concepts.
5.4 Tag Inference
In this section, we first describe the process of generating probabilistic matches
between table columns based on the techniques introduced in Chapter 4, and
then present our approach to discovering more semantically relevant tags. For
consistency, we adopt the same notations as those used in Chapter 4.
5.4.1 Probabilistic Matches Generation
Our machine-crowdsourcing hybrid approach proposed in Chapter 4 maps each
table column to a set of concepts in a concept catalog. Each match between
the table column and the concept is attached with a probability showing the se-
mantic relevance between them. More formally, let C(Ai) be the set of concepts
where column Ai is mapped to. For each concept Cj ∈ C(Ai), the probabil-
ity of the match between Ai and Cj, denoted as eij, is P (eij). In addition,∑
Cj∈C(Ai) P (eij) = 1.
Figure 5.5 shows an example of the matches between columns and concepts.
As shown in the figure, column A1 is mapped to three concepts, namely C1, C3
and C4, with probability p11, p13 and p14, respectively. The case is similar for
column A2. In contrast to Chapter 4, which only chose the concept with the
highest probability as the final answer, here we keep all the candidate concepts,
since each of them may potentially express the semantics of the column values.
Obviously, the matches between one column and its concepts are indepen-
dent from the matches between another column and its concepts. Together
with the assumption that for one column, its matches to different concepts are
mutually exclusive, we can easily obtain the possible worlds of the matches for
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Figure 5.6: Possible worlds for columns and concepts in Figure 5.5.
the two columns in Figure 5.5. The results are shown in Figure 5.6, where each
world is followed by its probability. Among these nine possible worlds, column
A1 and A2 are matched with each other in world W11 and W44, since they are
mapped to the same concept in these two worlds, but to different concepts
in the other worlds. Thus, the probability of matching column A1 and A2 is
P (A1 − A2) = P (W11) + P (W44) = p11 ∗ p21 + p14 ∗ p24.
Based on the above example, we formalize the probability of matching two
columns Ai and Aj as follows.
P (Ai − Aj) =
∑
Cm∈C(Ai),Cn∈C(Aj)








P (eim) · P (ejm) (5.1)
where the function I(Cm, Cn) is used to examine whether two concepts are the
same or not. The formal definition is given below.
I(Ci, Cj) =
1 if Ci = Cj0 otherwise
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For columns which do not share any common concept, their matching prob-
ability is 0.
5.4.2 Probabilistic Tag Inference
Next we will look at the semantic similarity between two tags. We use T =
{ti|i = 1, . . . , n} to denote all the tags in our database, and V = {vj|j =
1, . . . ,m} to denote all the values. For a given tag, say car in Figure 5.1, it
might be used by the table author in various Web tables, such as in table (b)
and (c). This is similar with the case in multimedia domain, one tag is typically
used to label various objects. LetA(ti) denote all the columns which are labeled
by their author with the tag ti. The semantic similarity between two tags can









P (Ai − Aj) (5.2)
The above equation is actually the average matching probability over all
pairs of columns. Consider the tag manufacturer and car in Figure 5.1. Tag
manufacturer is used only in one column, i.e., the first column in Table(b),
while car is used in two columns, i.e., the second column in Table(b) and the
first column in Table(c). The matching probabilities between the manufacturer
column and the other two car columns are 0.15 (different semantics in this
case) and 0.89 (same semantics here) respectively. By applying Equation 5.2,
the semantic similarity between tag manufacturer and car is 0.52. We can
see that averaging the matching probability over all column pairs enables us
to differentiate the tags with ambiguous semantics from those with specific
semantics. An example of tag similarity table is shown in Figure 5.2.
With the above defined tag similarity, we will next look into the probabilistic
tagging process. Suppose value v in a table column is originally associated with
tag t in a Web table, then the associated probability of v with respect to other
tags ti ∈ T is defined as follows.
ζv,ti = ζv,t · Semsim(t, ti) = Semsim(t, ti) (5.3)
where the associated probability ζv,t = 1 since v is originally associated with t.
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Table 5.2: TagTable for tag make.
TID LID Value Probability
1 1 Ford 1.0
2 1 BMW 1.0
3 1 Ford 0.95
4 1 Honda 0.95
5 1 BMW 525i 0.5
6 1 Toyota Camry 0.5
After applying the above tag inference equation, each value in the database will
be associated with a set of semantically similar tags with proper probabilities.
One example probabilistic tagged data is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.5 Top-k Query Processing
Next we will look at our top-k query processing approaches.
5.5.1 Data Organization
To facilitate top-k query processing, we partition the probabilistic tagged table
according to tags. For a specific tag t, all its associated values are stored into
one relational table, and this table is named by the tag name, i.e., t. We call
such a table TagTable. Table 5.2 shows the TagTable for make.
Each TagTable has four attributes: TID (tuple id), LID (location offset in
the source tuple), Value (data value) and Probability (associated proba-
bility). Note that the majority of ζ is approximately 0 and only values with
associated probability above a cutoff threshold are stored. On the other hand,
value v may be associated with multiple tags, so there is a copy of v in each of
its associated TagTable. For each TagTable, a B+-tree index is built over the
attributes 〈V alue, Probability〉, which will be used for the sorted list retrieval
in top-k query processing.
5.5.2 Dynamic Instantiation
Given a query q and record r, let Tq be the set of tags in q, and Vr be the set
of values from r. We can build a weighted bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) as
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follows. Let U = Vr, V = Tq, and for each vr ∈ Vr, each tq ∈ Tq, if vr satisfies
the value constraints over tq and ζvr,tq meets the tag expansion condition, we
add an edge e〈vr, tq〉 to E, with weight ln ζvr,tq . For simplicity, we denote this
bipartite graph as G = (Vr, Tq, ln ζVr,Tq).
After taking logarithm over the associated probabilities ζVr,Tq , it is easy for
us to apply Hungarian algorithm [47] on G = (Vr, Tq, ln ζVr,Tq) to find the best
one to one matching between Vr and Tq, where the total sum of cost/weight is
maximized. We denote the maximum score found by Hungarian algorithm for
record r as ScoreH(r). Based on Definition 5.3, we can see that the mapping
found by Hungarian algorithm is exactly the dynamic instantiation. The first
and third statements in Definition 5.3 are met by our edge insertion constraints
discussed above; one to one mapping guarantees the second statement; and
the last statement is fulfilled as the solution found by Hungarian algorithm is
optimal. From the above discussion, it can be easily proven that
Score(r) = eScoreH(r)
Take the following extended SQL query as an example. The values associ-
ated with tags year, price and mileage are to be retrieved, with constraints
issued over tags make, model and price.
SELECT year@0.9, price@0.3, mileage
FROM CAR
WHERE make@0.8 = ‘Toyota’
AND model = ‘Prius’
AND price ≥ 10,000
AND price ≤ 20,000
The corresponding bipartite graph is shown in Figure 5.7. For clarity, edge
weights in the figure are the associated probabilities without logarithm. As
illustrated in Figure 5.7, if mileage is instantiated with 16204 and price is
instantiated with 18500 as the darker lines indicate, it gives the best instan-
tiation as the multiplication of the associated probabilities is maximized.
5.5.3 Top-k Query Answering
Next we will discuss the retrieval of top-k answers. For ease of illustration, we
refer to tags in the SELECT clause as QTags, and tags in the WHERE clause as
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Figure 5.7: An example of dynamic instantiation.
VTags. Tag set in query q is denoted as Tq.
Sorted List Retrieval
For each queried tag tq ∈ Tq, we aim to retrieve a list of valid values from its
TagTable, sorted over associated probability from high to low. For a tag that
appears in both VTags and QTags, we merge its constraints from SELECT and
WHERE clauses, and retrieve one sorted list.
We first study the situation where a user-specified semantic confidence δ
is issued over tq, i.e., tq@δ. Based on Definition 5.2, tq will be expanded to
a tag set Te = {tei |Semsim(tq, tei) ≥ δ}. Next we will look at the associated
probabilities with tq for valid and invalid values, respectively. Valid case:
Given a valid value v, suppose it is originally associated with tag tei ∈ Te. The
associated probability between v and tq is ζv,tq = Semsim(tq, tei) ≥ δ. This
means that for each valid value, its associated probability in TagTable tq is not
less than δ. Invalid case: Given an invalid value v′, we know that its original
tag falls outside of Te. Assume its original tag is tv′ . From Definition 5.2, we
know that Semsim(tq, tv′) < δ. Therefore, the associated probability between
v′ and tq, i.e., ζv′,tq = Semsim(tq, tv′) < δ. In other words, for each invalid
value, its associated probability in TagTable tq is less than δ. In conclusion,
associated probability of a valid value is not less than δ, while that of an invalid
value is. Hence, the sorted list for tq@δ can be retrieved by the following SQL
statement issued over the TagTable for tq:
SELECT * FROM tq WHERE Probability ≥ δ
ORDER BY Probability DESC;
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We then look at the complex situation where there is value constraint over
tq besides the tag expansion, i.e., tq@δ op vq. Here op is a comparison operator
and vq is a specific value. Its sorted list can be resolved by adding one WHERE
condition “Value op vq” into the above SQL statement. For the simple cases
where there is no tag expansion or value constraint over tq, their sorted lists
can be easily retrieved by removing the corresponding WHERE condition from
the SQL statement. Benefiting from the B+-tree index built over attributes
〈V alue, Probability〉 for each TagTable, most sorted lists can be done by an
index-only scan.
After retrieving the sorted list for each tag tq, Threshold Algorithm (TA) [32]
can be applied to fetch the top-k results, using Hungarian algorithm to find the
best instantiation. We proposed two TA-based approaches for top-k query
processing: Eager and Lazy.
Eager Top-k Query Answering
In eager query answering, for each tag tq in query q, its sorted list is retrieved
and maintained. TA [32] is then performed over all the retrieved sorted lists.
The main idea is shown in Algorithm 5.1.
A priority queue RS is maintained to store the best k records that have been
processed so far. All the scanned records are inserted into Sr to avoid accessing
the same record more times. Each time, we scan the top unseen records from all
the sorted lists, and pop the record r with the highest logarithmic probability
(MP ) from its sorted list (line 14). If there are more than one sorted lists
whose top probability is equal to MP , our algorithm randomly chooses one
from them. The popped record r is then retrieved and Hungarian algorithm
is applied to get its score ScoreH(r) (line 15). Finally, priority queue RS is
updated accordingly (line 16-19), and r is inserted into the scanned record set
Sr (line 20).
For all the unseen records, their scores are upper bounded by the summation
of the top probabilities from each sorted list, i.e., UBS. This is because our
sorted list is ranked over probability, so the probability for each unseen record
in SLtq is not greater than SLtq .top.prob. Algorithm 5.1 can be terminated
when the kth score in the result set RS is not less than the upper bound score
UBS (line 23), or any sorted list is exhausted (line 21).
Eager query processing searches through the sorted lists for all queried tags,
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Algorithm 5.1: Eager top-k Query Processing
Input: A query q in extended SQL
A positive integer k
Output: Result set RS
1 Tq ← tags in query q;
2 RS ← ∅; // top-k result set
3 Sr ← ∅; // scanned records
4 foreach tag tq ∈ Tq do
5 SLtq ← sorted list of tq;
6 Let SLtq .top be the most top unseen item in SLtq ;
7 Let SLtq .top.prob be the probability of item SLtq .top;
8 while true do
9 UBS ← 0; // upper bound score for unseen records
10 MP ← −∞; // maximum in all SLtq .top.prob
11 foreach tag tq ∈ Tq do
12 UBS ← UBS + SLtq .top.prob;
13 MP ← max(MP,SLtq .top.prob);
14 Pop record r from SLt where SLt.top.prob = MP ;
15 Let score = ScoreH(r); // computed by Hungarian
16 if |RS| < k or score > the kth score in RS then
17 if |RS| = k then
18 pop one item from RS;
19 insert (score, r) into RS;
20 insert record r into Sr;
21 if SLt has reached its end then
22 break; // while loop is terminated
23 if |RS| = k and UBS ≤ the kth score in RS then
24 break; // while loop is terminated
25 return RS;
including all QTags and VTags. However, this is not efficient enough. Generally,
the sorted lists for QTags are much longer than those for VTags, because VTags
have value constraints in the WHERE clause, while most QTags do not, especially
for those that only exist in QTags. Due to the low selectivity of QTags, their
sorted lists usually contain lots of invalid items. Based on this, we proposed
another approach, namely lazy top-k query answering, which only focuses on
the sorted lists of VTags.
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Lazy Top-k Query Answering
Unlike the eager approach, our lazy approach only retrieves and maintains
sorted lists for VTags in query q. For a record, any values that are not related
to Vtags are only accessed when computing its Hungarian score (line 15). For
queried tags falling outside of Vtags, we assume their associated probabilities
to be 1 (the largest associated probability) when computing the upper bound
score (UBS). Compared to the eager approach, our lazy approach does not
need to probe the long sorted lists which include many invalid records, making
it more I/O efficient.
In both eager and lazy approaches, the score for each unseen record is upper
bounded by the summation of all the top item scores. Hence, the correctness
of our algorithms can be guaranteed.
5.6 Experimental Evaluation
We now present the experiments to validate the performance of our system.
As the effectiveness of schema matches have been studied in Chapter 4, in
this chapter we only study the effectiveness and efficiency of our top-k query
processing scheme.
5.6.1 Experimental Setup
We implement our system on top of MySQL. The tag inference and query
answering algorithms are written in C++. The system is set up on a PC with
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU at speed 2.33GHz and 3.5GB memory.
1. Car Dataset (CAR Domain). The first dataset we deal with is the
dataset in the car domain, which contains 101 Web tables. These tables have
different sizes, with number of tuples ranging from dozens to thousands, and
the number of columns ranging from 5 to 31. In total, there are 94,854 rows,
284 distinct tags, and 850,215 distinct values.
2. Directory Dataset (DIR Domain). The directory dataset is crawled
from three websites that provide directory services2. The directory data set
2They are thegreenbook.com, streetdirectory.com and yellowpages.com.sg respectively.
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consists of information about companies, such as company name, address, tele-
phone, fax, email and so on. In total, there are 139,022 tuples, 31 distinct tags,
and 495,908 distinct values.
We evaluate the performance of our top-k query processing over both car
domain dataset and directory domain dataset. For car domain dataset, we vary
the number of distinct tags in a query from 1 to 5, and denote them as T1 to T5.
For each Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, we choose 5 different queries with approximately
equal number of tags in SELECT clause and WHERE clause. When selecting
queries, we randomly vary the selectivity for predicates in the WHERE clause.
The process is similar for directory domain dataset, except that we vary the
distinct number of tags from 2 to 4, as directory domain has less number of
tags.
To get the precision and recall for query result, we build the gold stan-
dard as follows. We manually check the extended SQL query to understand
its semantics, then we manually translate it to a set of traditional SQL queries
over each source Web table, and finally merge the results retrieved by SQL
queries. For instance, if tags in {make,manufacturer,g make} are seman-
tically equivalent to each other, then an extended SQL query containing make
will be broadcasted to each Web table that includes any equivalent tag of make.
On average, a tag-based query can be translated to 4 to 6 SQL queries.
Based on the gold standard, we define precision and recall as follows: let P
be the set of answers retrieved by the query processor, and GS be the set of
answers in gold standard, then Precision = |P∩GS||P | , and Recall =
|P∩GS|
|GS| .
5.6.2 Effectiveness of Top-k Query Processing
Figure 5.8(a) shows the precision over car dataset, with top-k% varying from
20% to 100%. For each k%, it also illustrates the precision for each Ti, with i
(i.e., the number of distinct tags) ranging from 1 to 5. Note that our top-k%
query is a little different from the traditional top-k query. In top-k query, the
number of returned answers is k. However, in top-k% query it is |GS|∗k%. The
reason we choose top-k% query is that we would like to see how recall changes
with different number of distinct tags. As the size of gold standard may vary
greatly across queries, setting the same absolute k for all queries will make recall
bias the performance towards queries with small answer set. Top-k% query
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Figure 5.8: Precision and recall in CAR domain by varying k%.
avoids this problem since no matter how much the gold standard differs, recall
for top-k% query is upper bounded by k%, since Recall = |P∩GS||GS| <=
|GS|∗k%
|GS| .
Figure 5.8(a) shows that our approach achieves high precision in all the
cases, and is not sensitive to k%. It also indicates that for T1, precision increases
slightly with larger k% while T2 has a slight decrement. The reason is that
our tag inference approach is unable to distinguish tag pairs with similar value
distributions (e.g. price and mileage). Such false positives are ranked
higher in T1 than in T2. However, this problem can be eliminated by our
dynamic instantiation when price and mileage are queried together, as our
query processor always attempts to find the best instantiation.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the corresponding recall for car domain dataset. We can
see that when k% increases, there is a steady increase in recall. As mentioned
before, recall in k% case is upper bounded by k%. However, since we missed
some true similar tag pairs in tag inference, we cannot grantee 100% recall. Such
missed tags are those which are semantically similar but have heterogeneous
values. For example, it is difficult to associate year which has format “yyyy”
with model year which has format “yy”. This problem will become severer
if there are more tags in query, because the possibility of including missed tags
also increases, as shown in case T5. However, for queries containing less distinct
tags, our approach is still able to achieve good recall. Consider the first 4 cases,
i.e., T1 to T4, at the point where k% equals to 100%, our approach can produce
0.7 recall in average. Together with the high precision we provide, our proposed
approach is quite effective.
We also get precision and recall on the directory data, shown in Figure 5.9(a)
and Figure 5.9(b), respectively. As the directory dataset contains less number
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Figure 5.9: Precision and recall in DIR domain by varying k%.
of tags than car dataset, we vary its distinct number of tags from 2 to 4. We
observe similar behavior as over car dataset. Since the number of tags in the
directory dataset is less, and most are well-formatted, its recall is much better
than the car dataset.
5.6.3 Comparison with OpenII
We next compare our probabilistic tagging and querying approach with Open
II (Open Information Integration) [68] on query processing. Open II is an open
source data integration toolkit that has implemented several schema matching
methods3. In this experiment, for Open II, we choose all the matching methods
it implemented to produce its matching result. These matchers include “Name
Similarity Matcher”, “Documentation Matcher”, “Mapping Matcher”, “Exact
Matcher”, “Quick Matcher”, and “WordNet Matcher”.
The results of precision and recall are shown in Figure 5.10(a) and Fig-
ure 5.10(b), respectively. In particular, we only list the results for T3 case over
car dataset. The reason is that Open II makes many wrong inferences, as such,
precision in most cases is really low. Here we choose its best case, i.e., T3, for
comparison. It is indicated that our approach provides better precision and
recall than Open II. Specifically, among the 5 queries in T3, Open II produces
0% precision for two of them because they contain wrong matched tags, and
100% precision for the rest three. In average, Open II has 60% precision across
all k% cases. With less correct records returned, Open II has lower recall than
3Note that Open II is a schema level mapper while our approach is an instance-based
approach [64].
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(b) Probabilistic tagging vs. Open II on
recall.



























Figure 5.11: Running time by varying k%.
ours.
5.6.4 Efficiency of Top-k Query Processing
We validate the efficiency of our top-k query processing over T3 on car dataset.
For the directory dataset and the other queries, the overall trend is similar.
We first compare the running time of our approaches with the translated
SQL queries, as shown in Figure 5.11. Note that when k% is set to 100%, our
approaches retrieve almost the same number of tuples as the translated SQLs.
As illustrated, the running time of the translated SQL queries is quite stable
with respect to different top-k%, because they always retrieve the gold standard
(i.e., all the true answers), no matter how k% changes. In contrast, the running
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(b) Lazy Retrieval vs. Eager Retrieval on se-
quential I/Os.
Figure 5.12: Lazy Retrieval vs. Eager Retrieval on random I/O and sequential
I/O.
time of our approaches, i.e., lazy retrieval and eager retrieval, increases linearly
when top-k% increases. However, eager retrieval takes longer time than lazy
retrieval by almost 1.5 times since eager retrieval maintains and probes the
sorted lists for QTags, but most tuples in them are invalid. The running time
that lazy retrieval takes is almost k% of translated SQLs, which clearly shows
the efficiency of our lazy retrieval approach.
We next look at how the number of random and sequential accesses vary as
we vary k. Figure 5.12(a) shows the number of random accesses for eager and
lazy retrieval when varying k from 20 to 120. The corresponding graphs for
sequential I/Os are in Figure 5.12(b). Note that in both figures, we adopt top-k
rather than top-k%, as the number of tuples returned by top-k% varies propor-
tionally to query’s answer set. Consistent with earlier observation that eager
retrieval takes almost 1.5 times longer than lazy retrieval, the same conclusion
holds for both the number of sequential accesses and random accesses.
From the figures, we observe that when k equals to 20, we need about 1,500
sequential accesses and random accesses, but we only need approximately 80
more accesses for each 20 more answers. The large 1,500 I/Os is caused by the
tables which only contain some of user queried tags. Tuples from such tables
may rank higher than the correct answers in sorted lists, so probing these tuples
introduces more I/Os. But in the later process, we only need about 4*k more
accesses if we want to retrieve k more answers. In a word, our top-k query
processor is quite efficient.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an effective approach to improving the usability
of integrated Web tables for ordinary users. We introduced the idea of prob-
abilistic tagging, where each value in the database is associated with multiple
semantic-relevant tags in a probabilistic way. With the enriched tags, users are
allowed to issue structured queries using any tag they like, rather than over a
predefined mediated schema. We have designed an efficient and effective dy-
namic instantiation scheme to process user-issued queries, where the semantics
of queried tags are determined on-the-fly. We believe our approach is able to
grant more privileges to non-expert database users and to better maintain the
database quality.
The work in this chapter has been published as a full research paper in the




In this work we proposed and implemented a holistic Web table processing
framework to explore the rich knowledge embedded in Web tables. Our frame-
work consists of three main components: a machine learning based approach
to extract table schema, a machine-crowdsourcing hybrid approach to integrate
the tables, and a probabilistic tagging and querying scheme to improve the us-
ability of integrated tables. In the following, we will first summarize our main
contributions with respect to the three components in Section 6.1, and discuss
some interesting directions for future work in Section 6.2.
6.1 Contributions
We proposed a series of machine learning based approaches to identify the
schemata for the whole range of Web tables, rather than regular tables only as
prior works did. We extracted a rich set of features and built several classifier
variants to identify the header cells. A post-processing procedure was specially
designed for cell-level classifiers, to guarantee the consistency among the header
cells. We conducted an extensive experimental study over millions of tables
extracted from Wikipedia. It was found that the visual features coupled with a
suitable classifier are essential for improving the accuracy of identified headers.
Also, post-processing is a necessary phase for achieving consistent headers.
Compared with existing heuristic based and simple machine learning based
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methods, our approach is more general (applicable to the whole range of Web
tables), and at the same time can improve both precision and recall significantly.
The schemata identified by our approach are important for understanding the
table semantics, and could be further exploited by other Web table applications.
Another work in this study was that we presented a machine-crowdsourcing
hybrid approach to discover the schema matches between Web table columns.
Here crowdsourcing was adopted to resolve the semantic heterogeneity in Web
tables. To reduce the crowdsourcing cost and improve the accuracy at the
same time, we defined an effective utility function to select the most valuable
candidate matches for crowdsourcing. Matches that are difficult for machine
algorithms and have greater influence on other matches are preferred. We con-
ducted experiments on two real-world Web table datasets. The results show
that crowdsourcing is quite effective to improve the matching quality. Com-
pared with pure machine algorithms, our approach is able to provide a much
better accuracy while with a low crowdsourcing cost. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to leverage the power of crowdsourcing to facilitate the
Web-scale schema matching problem. Although we focus on schema match-
ing only, our work has laid the foundation for more sophisticated integration
procedures, such as data fusion [28] and table relationship discovery.
We introduced a probabilistic tagging and querying scheme to improve the
usability of integrated Web tables for ordinary users. We treated each matched
attribute as a tag and associated a probability with it. In this way, each under-
lying data value is associated with multiple tags which can express its seman-
tics. With the enriched tags, users are allowed to issue queries in a SQL-like
fashion by using any tag they like, rather than over a large mediated schema.
A dynamic instantiation was proposed to process the posed queries. The ex-
periments on two real datasets show that probabilistic tagging is effective in
relaxing the query complexity. It was also found that dynamic instantiation is
efficient in query processing.
In summary, the integrated data produced by our system would contribute
to a better understanding of the Web table semantics, and may have poten-
tials in many applications, for instance knowledge base augmentation, query
answering systems and OLAP analysis. It might also be useful to enhance the




In Web table processing, many directions deserve further research in future
work. These are summarized below.
• Relational modeling. In interpreting Web tables, our work identifies
one schema for each Web table. In practice, we also observe that some
Web tables are not normalized. An ideal case is to first normalize the
original Web table, such as dividing it into several sub-tables and assign
one schema to each sub-table, and then we can easily transform them into
relational databases. We did not take this problem into account in this
work due to its complexity. To solve this problem, a reasonable approach
to analyze the content in We tables, and model the relationship among
different cells is needed.
• Data fusion. In integrating Web tables, we mainly focused on schema
matching discovery. The matching problem in value level, such as data
fusion [28], was not considered in this work, as Web-scale data fusion
is a challenging problem itself. However, in the real world, some Web
tables may provide incorrect information, resulting in inconsistency for
the same entity after integration. In view of this, data fusion is required
to estimate the accuracy of each Web table, and discover the true values.
Current algorithms [53] for data fusion are usually NP-hard, and how to
implement them in Web scale is important and worthy of future research.
• Relationship discovery. On querying Web tables, our probabilistic
tagging and querying scheme executes the query on each Web table in
isolation. Nevertheless, tables might be related to each other via some
relationships such as primary-primary key and primary-foreign key. More
specifically, there is a primary-primary key relationship between two ta-
bles if they contain entities from the same/similar domain, and there is
a primary-foreign key relationship if one property column in one table
has the same domain with the entity in another table. Some relation-
ship, such as primary-primary key relationship, is specific to Web tables
only. Identifying the possible relationships between Web tables and dis-
covering them are important and necessary. Such relationships would be
valuable for more advanced table operations such as join/union [67], and
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more flexible querying schemes as well. For example, with the help of
primary-primary key relationship, we can easily union the Web tables
which contain entities from the same domain, while with primary-foreign
key relationship, we can join the Web tables in a more meaningful way.
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